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ABSTRACT

The world is changing, and fast. Quantum computing and photonic engineering are revolutionary new technologies that could change the way humans
interact with information; though the field hasn’t always been that way. As with
most new fields, proof of concept is needed to show that this new technology
isn’t just hear to stay, but it’s hear to take the lead. In this, nothing is more
important the the Deutsch-Jozsa Quantum algorithm; as it did just that.
The majority of this research paper revolves around understanding the very
essence of quantum computing. As the field of quantum computing is in its extreme infancy, most of this paper focuses on the theoretical background needed
to understand how quantum computers function with a main use of the Deutsch
Jozsa algorithm to really drive forward an application the theoretical research
done here. At its core, this paper uses many works from ”Quantum Mechanics:
Theory and Experiment” by Mark Beck, and ”Quantum Optics: An Introduction” by Mark Fox. If at any point one wishes to delve deeper into the topics
discussed here, please refer to these texts.
Addendum addressing early 2020 COVID outbreak. Unfortunately; while
this thesis presents many interesting ideas in the fields of quantum computing,
quantum teleportation, and quantum algorithms, the breadth of the text isn’t
as deep as initially hoped. Just before spring break of Spring 2020 Dr. Serna
and myself had laid out some plans to do testing of some of the quantum properties outlined in this paper. We were to use several cutting edge devices that
had recently been purchased via LEAP grants provided to the BSU Photonics
program, but the effects of the COVID outbreak prohibited us from getting into
the lab and running these useful parallel experiments.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

the passed several decades, but we’re starting to
reach a barrier that many believed the realm of
science fiction. The size of the transistor is
becoming so incredibly small (see Figure 1) that
the classical laws that govern how we tend to
think of electrons are beginning to break down. At
such a small scope, electrons begin to act quantum
mechanically instead of classically.

Since the absolute beginning of human history;
we have been obsessed with innovation.
Civilization is built on top of the continuous
innovations and integration’s of both old and new
ideas. We’ve come an inconceivably long way
from the first greatest ’invention’ (more like
discovery) of fire to harness its power. This was
potentially just a short 1.5 million years ago.15
Fast forwarding a little; the progress of the human
race has exponentially exploded in the past 12,000
years. This is an incredibly short period of time
that the human race went from being hunter and
gather tribes to working in and constructing large
scale civilizations. In that short 12,000 years we’ve
developed more and more devices to help us with
our everyday life.
The world has seen many technological
advances that are so revolutionary that they change
the entire course of the way humans interact with
their environment. One of the most recent of these
invention was the harnessing of electricity into
intensely complex devices called computers.
Fig. 1. The above graph shows the trend over the passed few years
Computers make interactions with the world vastly (and several years into the future) of the predicted vs. known trends
be seen
more simple then they were thought possible, and of the size of the transistor on a CMOS chip. It can evidently
that we’re starting to enter the realm of nanotechnologies.19
have allowed us to generate new ideas and solve
old ones. Computers are incredibly advanced
devices that are difficult to comprehend for a
singular person. There are a plethora of advanced
physics concepts, as well as several layers of
complex software between user interaction and
these raw physical concepts. Since Alan Turing
first came up with the theoretical basis for the
computer with his Turing Bombe, the physical size
of a computer has gone from the size of a
warehouse with very limited computational power;
to the size of something that can fit in our pocket.
The shear power of these devices follows an
inverse proportionality. As the devices have
decreased in size; their power has increased
exponentially. This rapid downsizing is due to
innovations made on the most basic component of
a computer, the transistor.
Around the 1940’s, Gordon Moore theorized the
logarithmic relationship between transistors and
Fig. 2. The above image depicts a simple diagram of how a transistor
works in theory; in the classical regime.21
their size. Moore’s law is the empirical
observation that component density and
In essence, a transistor works as a sort of
performance of integrated circuits doubles every
19
year. This progress has seen relative linearity for electrical switch (see Figure 2). There are three
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main junctions in a transistor: the base, the
collector, and the emitter. Without going into to
much detail, when a very small current is applied
to the base junction; any current that is trying to
go from the collector to the emitter junction is
allowed through. If there’s no current on the base,
then all current coming from the collector will be
blocked. It’s astounding just how many of these
transistors exist within a computer. In fact, AMD’s
newest microprocessor the Epyc Rome has an
earth shattering 39.5 billion of these tiny little
devices on a chip not much bigger then the size of
a finger nail. Every single component within a
computer is made of transistors (see figure 3).
Transistors hold the breadth of humanities ability
to harness electricity.

and transistors become virtually worthless. We
need to come up with some new way to transfer
data if we want to further technological progress.
Over the passed several decades, a paradigm
shift has been forming within the science
community. From that of classical computers
which use electrons to carry data in a discrete path
with discrete voltages; to those of quantum
computers which use silicon etched nanochips that
are used to manipulate electromagnetic waves
(light) in such ways as to be able to carry data.
II. C LASSICAL P OLARIZATION : L IGHT AS AN
E LECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
II-A The Physics of Electromagnetic Waves
Before getting to the focal point of the Deutsch
Jozsa algorithm, and even before describing light
as a two dimension basis set of orthogonal vectors;
it’s important to get a general understanding of
light in a deeply classical sense. Particularly, we’ll
be using the polarization of light to construct our
orthogonal basis. While this section will in depth
describe the mechanics of polarization; it’s by no
means the whole picture.

Fig. 3. The above image depicts the complex structure of transistors
within an XOR gate. The XOR gate being one of the most important
gates inside computer logic. Every other gate imaginable (AND, OR,
NAND, NOR, NOT) can be made of combinations of XOR gates.18
Fig. 4. An image depicting the propagation in the z direction of an

In coming years we predict to reach a barrier
electromagnetic wave. The light is polarized in the direction of the
that we won’t be able to pass with classical
propagation of the electric field. In this case, the light is polarized in
the z direction.
electronics. This is because of something called
quantum tunneling. In the nanoscopic realm of
When discussing polarization of light, what
quantum mechanics, our current theory and
~ field is
we’re really talking about is the way the E
structure of how electrons interact with potentials
tells us that it’s possible for electrons to surpass a propagating (see Figure 4). This light wave has a
propagation wave vector of:
potential even though they don’t have enough
energy to get passed it. Because the distances
~k = k v~z
(1)
between the collector and emitter nodes in a
Where the magnitude of the k vector is given as:
transistor are so close, electrons start to tunnel
passed the transistor entirely. The transistor now no
2π
2πf
ω
k=
=
=
(2)
longer needs a base current for any current to pass
λ
c
c

4

~ field is given by:
Furthermore, the total E
~ = Ex v~x + Ey v~y
E

II-B

Polarization: Linearly Polarized

(3)

Which has components in the x and y directions
of:
Ex = E0x cos(kz − ωt) = E0x ei(kz−ωt)

(4)

Ey = E0y cos(kz − ωt + φ) = E0y ei(kz−ωt+φ) (5)
Where E0x and E0y are the amplitudes of the
electric wave, and φ is some phase shift that the
~
electric field makes with the magnetic field B.
Combining equations (4) and (5) into (3), we can
see that the total electric field is given as:
~ = E0x ei(kz−ωt) v~x + E0y ei(kz−ωt+φ) v~y
E

(6)

The total amplitude of the field is given by the
squares of its components:
q
2
2
(7)
+ E0y
E0 = E0x
~ field is given as:
In terms of E0 , the E
~x E0y v~y eiφ
i(kz−ωt) E0x v
~
E = E0 e
[
+
]
E0
E0

(8)

Where we define an important aspect of this
~ field as the ’polarization’
new term for the E
vector. We define this as:
~ =

E0x v~x E0y v~y eiφ
+
E0
E0

Fig. 5. The above image shows linear polarization of an electromagnetic field as it propagates in the +z direction. Specifically, what is
shown above is the propagation of the polarization vector ~ rather
~ or the B
~ fields individually. Each of these fields make an
then the E
angle of π6 with the polarization vector as it propagates.13

(9)

From here our primary interest is with the phase
offset parameter φ in the polarization vector ~ of
i(kz−ωt)
~ = E0 e
E
~
(10) equation 9. These parameters help us describe the
overall polarization of the electric field with
It’s important to define the intensity of the
respect to its phase offset with the magnetic field.
electric field as this is the only parameter we can
If we set the phase offset to zero the polarization
really measure in our macroscopic world:
vector becomes:
E0x v~x E0y v~y
E0x v~x + E0y v~y
I = E02
(11)
~ =
+
=
(12)
E0
E0
E0
~ field can then be described as:
The E

If one were to graph out this polarization vector
as it propagates in time, you’d get something
similar to what you see in Figure 5. It’s important
to note that one can change the angle at which the
polarization vector is aligned by changing the
~ and B
~ fields (making
respective angles of the E
sure to keep them in phase with each other). In
general, this angle can be described by:
θ = arctan(

E0y
)
E0x

(13)
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Polarization: Circularly Polarized

We set an initial boundary condition of z = 0 to
find:
E0
E0
(17)
Ex = √ cos(−ωt) = √ cos(ωt)
2
2
E0
E0
Ey = − √ sin(−ωt) = √ sin(ωt)
(18)
2
2
These equation stipulate that the electric field
sweeps out in all directions, making some full
rotation every time period . If you were to plot out
these field equations as they propagate with time
you’d see something like what’s shown in figure 6.
II-D

Fig. 6. The above image shows circular polarization of an electromagnetic field as it propagates in the +z direction. This is caused by the
introduction of some sort of quarter wave shift in either the electric
or magnetic field causing them to not propagate to their respective
extrema at the same time.13

Polarization: Manipulation Using the
Jones Vectors and Matrices
The polarization of light is a two dimension
Hilbert space that we can represent abstractly by
H and V. It experimentally has been determined
that light is only made up of these two vectors:
 
1
~H =
(19)
0
 
0
~V =
(20)
1

The two above vectors are known as Jones
vectors. These two vectors are extremely useful in
In this situation we take the phase offset to be
helping us understand how certain optical elements
exactly a π2 shift in either the electric or magnetic in the path of a ray of light effect the polarization
fields. To make this easier, we can note that:
of certain incident light (see the expanded
E0
enrichment section VIII-A on how certain
E0x = E0y = √
(14)
materials physically manipulate light). We use
2
these vectors, in conjunction with other Jones
Plugging all of this into equation 9 yields that:
vectors (see Table I), to mathematically change the
1
 = √ (v~x + iv~y )
(15) incident light into a final output state.
2
The Jones vectors; combined with the Jones
We unfortunately can’t make much sense of this
matrices (see Table II) help develop a systematic
imaginary polarization vector we’ve obtained.
way of understanding what happens to the
Even if we drop it and take just the real part;
polarization of light as it’s filtered through certain
we’re only left with a constant factor that tells us
optical elements. We can start with some incident
only about the amplitude of the polarization
light of known polarization, send it through a
vector, and nothing about the oscillations that we
series of devices such as waveplates, polarizers,
care about. We’re not entirely without hope
though; let’s go back to the original equations we mirrors, etc. and see how the polarization is
started with of equations 4 and 5. If we input our effected on the output of the final element. In
order to setup a demonstration for how we would
value for φ into equation 5 and the condition
use these matrices in a real application, we need to
we’ve set by equation 14 we get:
know the following principle:
E0
Ey = − √ sin(kz − ωt)
(16)
~f = J¯1 ~i
(21)
2
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Polarization

Polarization Vector

Jones Vec
 
1
Horizontal
~H
0
0
Vertical
~V
1 
1
√1
+45o linear
+45
~ = √12 (~H + ~V )
2 1
 
1
1
1
o
√
−45 linear
−45
~ = √2 (~H − ~V )
2 −1


sin(θ)
Linear at θ ~θ = cos(θ)~H + sin(θ)~V
cos(θ)
 
1
1 1
√
√
Left Circular
~L = 2 (~H + i~V )
2 i
 
1
1
1
√
Right Circular ~R = √2 (~H − i~V )
2 −i
TABLE I: A table demonstrating the most useful Jones vectors for
most common polarization states. These states are helpful to know
because we can use these, along with Jones matrices, to see how
polarization is effected by an optical component of interest. Note that
the fifth row, θ is at an angle from the horizontal axis of propagation.

Optical Element Symbol
Horizontal Pol.

J¯H

Vertical Pol.

J¯V

Linear Pol. at θ

J¯θ

Quarter WP at θ J¯λ θ
4

Half WP at θ

J¯λ θ
2

Jones

1
0
0
0
 2
cos (θ)
sin(2θ)
2 

a
c

cos(2θ)
sin(2θ)

matrix

0
0
0
1
sin(2θ)
2
2

incorporate a series of optical elements:
~n = J¯n ...J¯2 J¯1 ~i

(22)

This generalizes a final polarization ~n that
results from a series of n elements. We need to be
careful here though as the order of the J vectors
isn’t completely intuitive. We must start with the
initial polarization ~i on the right of all the Jones
matrices and continue placeing the matrices to the
left of this. The first element the light ray sees is
represented by J~1 , the second by J~2 , and so on.
However, this is a very classical interpretation of
light known as geometrical optics, and I’ll discuss
it rarely from here on out in the main text. Refer
to section VIII-B for a real world, and important
quantum example, of how we can use Jones
vectors to build a polarization interferometer.
III. T HE NATURE OF L IGHT: B UILDING A
Q UANTUM M ECHANICAL S YSTEM FROM
THE G ROUND U P
III-A Experiment 1: The HV basis
We start our foray into the quantum mechanical
world by defining 5 experiments that will help us
build a 2 dimension basis around the polarization
of light. The first of which being:



sin
 (θ)
b
d

sin(2θ)
−cos(2θ)

TABLE II: A table demonstrating the most useful Jones matrices
for most common polarization modifying optical elements. In combination with the Jones vectors, we can determine how polarization
is effected by large combinations of certain elements. Note that all
above angles θ are with respect to the horizontal axis of propagation. Furthermore, ’Pol’ stands for polarizer, and ’WP’ stands for
Waveplate. For the Quarter Waveplate: a = cos2 (θ) + isin2 (θ), b =
(1 − i)cos(θ)sin(θ), c = (1 − i)cos(θ)sin(θ), andd = icos2 (θ) +
sin2 (θ)

This principle of optical devices tells us that for
a given incident polarization i , which encounters
a given optical element J¯1 , it’s effect on the state
of the polarization results in final polarization
vector of f . This principle can be expanded to

Fig. 7. The following system takes in initially polarized light made
of some proportions of horizontal and vertical polarization. The light
is filtered through a polarizing beam splitter that splits the light into
its specific states of horizontal and vertical polarizations. The light
that is output from this element is spatial separated into its two
different states where we block out the vertically polarized light.
The remaining light (which is entirely horizontally polarized) is then
sent through another polarizing beam splitter which has essentially no
effect of the incident light. All the light continues through, remaining
horizontally polarized, and comes out the other end.

We could easily determine the system shown in
figure 7 using the information we defined in the
previous section in tables I and II, but that would
defeat the purpose of the initial creation of this
thought experiment. We want a quantum
mechanical way to describe these processes, not a
classical one.
Classically we say that light can be made of
either ~H or ~V components. Quantum

7

mechanically we say that a photon is either in the
state of |Hi or |V i or a mixture of both. We
define this ’mixture’ as the arbitrary state of:



hV |V i = 0 1

 
0
=1
1

(32)

These are all in order exactly the way we
wanted
them to be by the stipulation of equation
|ψi = cH |Hi + cv |V i
(23)
24, but now here’s where the real fun begins with
Where cH and cV are the probability amplitudes these very simple definitions we’ve made about
of finding |ψi in each of those respective states. In our polarization basis set. What would happen is
general, if neither cH or cV are 1 (representing
we took the inner product of hH| on |ψi?
light being comprised of 100 percent of the
hH|ψi = hH| (cH |Hi + cV |V i)
corresponding polarization of light), then the
= cH hH|Hi + cV hH|V i
(33)
arbitrary state |ψi is in a superposition of states
|Hi and |V i.
= cH
In our quest to build this quantum system from
the ground up, we must define a few key aspects.
One of the important key components to create a
quantum subspace is that of an abstract inner
product; dubbed a ’bra-ket’. These bra-kets form a
contravariant vector space. One can almost think
of an bra-ket as being the same as a dot product,
but instead of acting on vectors in a vector space
it acts on kets in a function space. We want our
new ’inner product’ to work like so:
(
1 n=m
(24)
hψn |ψm i =
0 n 6= m
Where we notice some new notation here; the
bra vector hψn |. In order to make equation 241 a
reality, we define the following things to be true:
 
1
(25)
|Hi =
0
 
0
(26)
|V i =
1


hH| = 1 0
(27)


hV | = 0 1
(28)
Now we can see that:


hH|Hi = 1 0


hV |Hi = 0 1


hH|V i = 1 0

 
1
=1
0
 
1
=0
0
 
0
=0
1

(29)
(30)

And the same can be shown for |V i :
hV |ψi = cV

These give rise to an interesting and important
property: projecting a basis state onto an arbitrary
state tells us how much of the basis state is
composed within the arbitrary state. Doing this
allows us to obtain the values for the probability
amplitudes of the arbitrary state.
There’s just one more nagging issue one may
have with what we’ve defined so far: ”How do we
know that the state |ψi follows the relation of an
inner product defined by equation 24?” In order to
solve this important question we need to define the
bra vector hψ|:
hψ| = c∗H hH| + c∗V hV |

1
In particular, the relation shown in equation 24 is known as a
delta function denoted δnm , and is a fairly common relation found
in mathematics.

(35)

And we need to make sure that the state hψ|ψi
= 1 in order to satisfy equation 24. Specifically the
inner product of hψ| on |ψi is:
hψ|ψi = [c∗H hH| + c∗V hV |] [cH |Hi + cV |V i]
= c∗H cH hH|Hi + c∗H cV hH|V i
+ c∗V cH hV |Hi + c∗V cV hV |V i
= c∗H cH + c∗V cV
= |cH |2 + |cV |2
(36)
Thus,
hψ|ψi = |cH |2 + |cV |2 = 1

(31)

(34)

(37)

The purpose of experiment 1 is to show that
polarization of light can be set up as a quantum
mechanical system. If were were to actually setup
experiment 1 we could demonstrate the above

8

And since the photons going through the P A45
are split evenly, the following must be true for this
particular situation:

properties by experimentally determining the
constants cH and cV
III-B

cH = cV = c

Experiment 2: The +- 45 basis

In the previous section we went through many
of the mathematics that help us establish a
quantum mechanical basis set for the polarization
of light. However, this one basis set is fairly
limiting. It only considers light as either being
horizontally or vertically polarized. Light has
many other ways it can be polarized, including
+-45 degrees from the y-axis (though we’ll find by
the end of this section that we can express this
basis in terms of our original |Hi and |V i basis).
We start our consideration of this new basis with
another experiment, similar to the first:

Using equations 39 and 37 we can determine
that:
1
(40)
c= √
2
It’s important to recall though that cH and cV
are just the probability amplitudes. Not specifically
the probability of finding a photon in that given
state. This means it’s possible for each of cH and
cV to have their own phase factor, and still be able
to satisfy equation 37. This means that we need to
consider equation 38 as:
1
1
(41)
|45i = √ eiφH |Hi + √ eiφV |V i
2
2
We can pull out an exponential factor to make:
1
|45i = √ eiφH [|Hi + ei(φH −φV ) |V i]
2

Fig. 8. The following system, like the one in Experiment 1, takes in
initially arbitrarily polarized light in the state of |ψi. This light is split
into state of |Hi and |V i using a P AHV beam splitter. We then block
one of the polarizations, in this case the vertically polarized light, and
send the rest into a P A45 beam splitter. Note at this point we attribute
the variable N to associate how many photons we’re sending into this
beam splitter. N is not the amount of photons we initially started with,
however, it is the amount from this point forward. After sending our
photons through this new beam splitter, we’d notice that half of the
photons are split into the |45i state, and the other half into the |−45i
state. We then block one of these states, in this case the |−45i state,
and send the rest of the photons into a second P AHV which we’d
find splits our photons again, evenly, back into the states of |Hi and
|V i.

What’s interesting about the experiment in figure
8 is that it shows that after the light goes through
the P A45 beam splitter, the light is split evenly
into a different basis. Furthermore, after going
through the second P AHV the light is split evenly
again back into its original basis. This implies that
the orthogonal basis of +-45 has components in
the HV basis. Inversely, the last beam splitter tells
us that the HV basis has components in the +-45
basis. Thus, experiment 2 implies that we should
be able to write components of the +-45 basis as a
linear combination of the HV basis:
|45i = cH |Hi + cV |V i

(38)

(39)

(42)

The outside phase factor of eiφH is an overall
phase of the state |ψi before the light goes into
the first P AHV . It doesn’t matter what this phase
is for the initial state because we only care about
their relative phase after the experiment. We set
eiφH = 1 to get rid of it, but the only way this can
be true is if φH = 0 so,
1
|45i = √ [|Hi + eiφV |V i]
(43)
2
We can follow the same prescription for the -45
state to get:
1
‘
|−45i = √ [|Hi + eiφV |V i]
2

(44)

Furthermore, since the states of |45i and |−45i
form an orthogonal basis set, and following the
same prescription that we applied to our HV basis
in the section III-A; we set the inner product here
as:
h45| − 45i = 0
(45)
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This means that:
h45| − 45i = 0
1
‘
= [hH| + e−iφV hV |][|Hi + eiφV |V i]
2
1
‘
= [hH|Hi + ei(φV −φV ) hV |V i]
2
‘
= 1 + ei(φV −φV )
(46)
The formula in the last part of equation 46 is
only equal to 0 when φ‘V − φV = π. We’re trying
to find how much the phase φ‘V is shifted from the
reference phase of φV . Because of this; we mine
as well set φV = 0 to set our axis to a starting
point to measure from, and thus:
φ‘V = π

(47)

This means that the equations of 43 and 44 can
be reduced to:
1
(48)
|45i = √ [|Hi + |V i]
2
1
|−45i = √ [|Hi − |V i]
(49)
2

Fig. 9. The following system, like the one in Experiment 2, takes
in initially arbitrarily polarized light in the state of |ψi. This light
is split into states of |Hi and |V i using a P AHV beam splitter.
We then block one of the polarizations, in this case the vertically
polarized light, and send the rest into a P Ac beam splitter. This is
a fairly new optical component to this experiment, but one shouldn’t
be alarmed. The P Ac is essentially the same as either of the other
two beam splitters we’ve seen, but this one splits light into its righthand and left-hand circular polarizations, or more associatedly, the
RL basis. Note at this point we attribute the variable N to associate
how many photons we’re sending into this beam splitter. N is not
the amount of photons we initially started with, however, it is the
amount from this point forward. After sending our photons through
this new beam splitter, we’d notice that half of the photons are split
into the |Ri state, and the other half into the |Li state. We then block
one of these states, in this case the |Li state, and send the rest of
the photons into a second P AHV which we’d find splits our photons
again, evenly, back into the states of |Hi and |V i.

The logic from here follows the exact same path
as it did in the previous section with experiment 2
until we get to the following equations that match
equations 43 and 44:
1
|Li = √ [|Hi + eiφV |V i]
2
1
‘
|Ri = √ [|Hi + eiφV |V i]
2
And again we determine that:
III-C

Further Experiments: Non-linear Polarizations

φ‘V − φV = π

(50)
(51)

(52)

Last time at this point we set φV = 0;
something that we can’t do this time. If we were
to do such a thing, then we’d be saying that
there’s fundamentally nothing different between
the state |45i and the state |Li which we know is
In this section we consider non linear polarizations a falsity. We’ve seen in section II-C that circular
of light, with a focus on primarily circular
polarization behaves intrinsically different than
polarizations of light. We first look at a fairly
linear polarization, so saying these two states are
memorable experiment that looks quite a bit like
the same thing is just a painful thought. In order to
the one shown in figure 8:
move further, we need to devise a new experiment:
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Fig. 10. The following system, like the one in Experiment 3, takes
in initially arbitrarily polarized light in the state of |ψi. This light is
split into state of |Hi and |V i using a P AHV beam splitter. We then
block one of the polarizations, in this case the vertically polarized
light, and send the rest into a P Ac beam splitter. After sending our
photons through this new beam splitter, we’d notice that half of the
photons are split into the |Ri state, and the other half into the |Li
state. We then block one of these states, in this case the |Li state,
and send the rest of the photons into a P A45 which we’d find splits
our photons again, evenly, into the states of |+45i and |−45i.

This shows that the states |Ri and |Li are in
some way, a linear combination of the states |+45i
and |−45i. This means that we can write:
|Li = c+ |45i + c− |−45i

(53)

And we can see from the experiment that the
following must also be true:
1
(54)
c+ = c− = c = √
2
or rather that:
1
c2+ = c2− = c2 =
(55)
2
This is where the mathematics start to diverge a
bit from what we’ve seen before. We invoke what
we learned form equation 33. This equation tells
us that we can also find the square of the
probability amplitude by:

the above must be:
1
1
[2 + 2cos(φ)] =
(59)
4
2
In order for this to be true then for this specific
situation,
π
(60)
φV =
2
and,
3π
φ‘V =
(61)
2
Putting equation 60 and 61 into equations 51
and 50 we finally obtain:
1
|Li = √ [|Hi + i |V i]
(62)
2
1
|Ri = √ [|Hi − i |V i]
(63)
2
We’ve now fully formed an expanded Hilbert
space (multiple complete Hilbert spaces) of three
unique orthonormal basis sets for the polarization
of light. These three basis sets, we’ll find, are all
we need to now explain all the interactions light
has with everything else in our universe. One may
be curious to ask though when measuring
observables in one basis; is it possible to know
their representation in another basis without
having to remeasure that observable a second time
in that different basis? For and answer to this
question, refer to section VIII-F for more
information on this topic.
IV. O PERATORS AND T HEIR M ANY F LAVORS

We continue our foray into the quantum world
in search of the mythical Deutsch Jozsa algorithm
We start by using equations 48 and 51 to first
by taking a brief detour into some crucial
find that:
properties that will appear in our, and every,
quantum system: operators. Operators in quantum
1
h45|Li = [hH| + hV |][|Hi + eiφV |V i]
mechanics are used as a way to describe how an
2
(57)
outside presence on the system effects the system.
1
= [1 + eiφV ]
Operators here are much, in a sense, like those
2
we’ve defined in table II. Each operator
And taking the complex conjugate we get:
themselves has some sort of matrix representation
1
2
iφV
−iφV
with which one can use to apply on basis states.
| h45|Li | = [1 + e ][1 + e
]
4
(58) Much like the previous section built up a quantum
1
mechanical system resembling the vectors shown
= [2 + 2cos(φ)]
4
in table I. This section will be focused on not
making sure that the stipulation we’ve set for
necessarily building the exact matrices shown in
ourselves by equation 55 is satisfied; we know that table II, but building a basis for how we could.
c2 = | h45|Li |2

(56)
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In quantum mechanics, an operator is defined as
something that you can use to change a state into
a different one:
Ô |ψ1 i = λ |ψ2 i

(64)

Often when trying to discover ourselves a new
operator, we’ll ask one of three questions:
1) Is there some operator ’Ô’ that will
successfully change a known state |ψ1 i into
a known state |ψ2 i?
2) What will a known operator ’Ô’ do to a
known state |ψ1 i, is the end state something
we know, and is the end state useful to the
application we’re trying to create?
3) What do the matrix properties of a known
operator ’Ô’ tell us about our system and
subspace?

in diametric opposition to the commutative
property, the additive property still applies:
(Ô1 + Ô2 ) |ψi = Ô1 |ψi + Ô2 |ψi

(69)

and we define one last important property of the
expectation value of an operator with its unique
notation shown on the right hand side of the
equation:
hψ| Ô |ψi ≡ hÔi
(70)
See section VIII-C for more information on this
and other useful operator properties.

IV-A Flavor 1: The Adjoint Operator
We define the property of an operator being
’adjoint’ if it follows certain rules that we impose
on it. Before going into those rules, we need to
define the rotation operator. We’ll use this operator
Each of these questions being just as equally
as a device (see section VIII-D for another
important as the last. In general, question 1 will
important operator device) to help drive home the
help us create new systems, question 2 will test
points in certain properties of various operators.
current systems, and question 3 will describe tested We define the rotation operator as one that takes
systems. We’ll go through examples and meanings some angle θ, and rotates a given state by that
behind each of these questions throughout this
much with respect to its propagation direction. For
section, but first it’s important to get a grasp on
instance,
some important aspects of these operators.
R̂p (θ) |ψi = |ψ + θi
(71)
One can ’stack’ operators onto each other to
create one overall effective operator like so:
Ô2 Ô1 |ψ0 i = Ô2 |ψ1 i = |ψ2 i

(65)

Ôef f |ψ0 i = |ψ2 i

(66)

R̂p (45o ) |Hi = |45i

(72)

Where this rotation can be represented as:

Or just,
It’s extremely important to note that operators
don’t always commute2 with each other, and you
shouldn’t just assume they do (each pair of
operators will act differently on each other so
some may commute and some may not). This
means that,
Ô1 Ô2 6= Ô2 Ô1
(67)
However, operators do, in fact, commute (see
section VIII-C for more information on this and
other useful operator properties) if the following
commutation relationship holds true:
[Ô1 , Ô2 ] = Ô1 Ô2 − Ô2 Ô1 = 0
2

(68)

Recall that in algebra; two variable x and y commute if their
products xy and yx are the same.

Fig. 11. The above diagram shows conceptually what is meant to be
done with the rotation operator. The operator, when applied to a basis
ket in one subspace, will rotate that ket to a corresponding state in a
different subspace. In this case we rotate the horizontal polarization
state by 45 degrees to the 45 polarization state.

We now ask ourselves if the following is true:
hH| R̂(45)? = h45|

(73)

We know by equation 72 that the reverse of this
is true. That the combination of the operator on the
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ket gives the 45 ket. Combining equations 72 and
73 we can see that we should get the following:
hH| R̂(45)R̂(45) |Hi = h45|45i
=1

Applying this to equation 74 shows that:

hH| R̂† (45)R̂(45) |Hi = h45|45i
=1

(74)

So IF equation 73 is true the the combination in
equation 74 should be true...can we find anything
to either prove or disprove this theory? Rather
easily, we can actually see this is false. If we refer
to the diagram in figure 11 that two rotations of
the horizontal basis state should result in the
vertical state:
R̂(45)R̂(45) |Hi = |V i

kets; the following must now be true:
(79)

If we just look at this a little differently we
come to the conclusion that the only way for it to
be true is if the following is also true:
R̂† (45)R̂(45) |Hi = |Hi

(80)

Now the only way for this to be true is if the
two operators squished together has no net effect
on the horizontal state. This is essentially the same
(75) as multiplying a scalar by 1, which in matrix form
means that:
R̂† (45)R̂(45) = 1̄
(81)

hH| R̂(45)R̂(45) |Hi = hH|V i
=0

And we have now stumbled across a new
(76) property of an operator. Any operator, when
combined with the adjoint of itself, and the result
Since equation 74 is false, equation 73 is also
ends as the identity matrix, is in itself, unitary. It’s
false, and not an operation or assumption we’re
important to note, however, that while it may seem
allowed to do or make. ’What if I want to rotate
this way because of the example we used here, not
my bra’s’ one might ask? In the future; this is
every adjoint operator is unitary, and not every
probably an important operation we’ll need to take unitary operator is adjoint, or even has an adjoint
into account. here is where we define the function for that matter. We’ll explore in a bit what exactly
of the adjoint operator. An adjoint operator is the
is unique about an operator which is both unitary
operator that corresponds to another operator that
and has an adjoint; this particular property will tell
has initially been defined for kets, but re-purposed us a lot about our system. Before moving forward
to work on bra’s instead. For instance here, we can to these unique properties, it’s important to take
write:
note of a new additional fact we’ve discovered by
hH| R̂† (45) = h45|
(77) determining that the rotation operator is unitary.
From linear algebra, we know that the only way
We don’t necessarily know what the definition
two matrices multiplied together can form the
of this new adjoint operator is. It’s only
identity matrix is if they’re inverses of each other.
constituent is that its definition MUST satisfy the
Or rather, that,
above equation. However, it may be possible for
an operator to not have an adjoint at all, and have
no operator that satisfies equation 77. I’ll discuss
this situation in the following sections.

R̂† (45) = R̂(45)−1

(82)

This goes hand in hand with the regulations
we’ve just stipulated that not every operator has an
As a side note, it’s important to define here that adjoint. This can be rephrased in another way
for an arbitrary operator Ô:
because from linear algebra we also know that not
†
†
every matrix has an inverse. Thus, if the matrix
(Ô1 Ô2 )† = Ô2 Ô1
(78)
representation of our operator has an inverse, then
that inverse must be the adjoint of that operator.
IV-B

Flavor 2: The Unitary Operator

Continuing with where we left off in the
previous section; now that we’ve defined an ability
to use the rotation operator on bras as well as

IV-C

Flavor 3: The Hermitian Operator

A paper that delves so much into the theory of
quantum mechanics would be remiss if it didn’t
mention hermitian operators. Hermitian operators
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are one of the underlying pillars of quantum
mechanics. In general, hermitian operators tell us
two things9 :

generalization of equation 77 we see:
†
Ôij
= hψi | Ô† |ψj i
0

= hψi | |ψj i
0

∗

= hψj | |ψi i

1) The eigenvalues of hermitian operators are
real
2) The eigenfunctions of hermitian operators
form orthonormal basis sets

0

(84)
∗

= hψj | Ô |ψi i
∗
= Ôij

Thus a hermitian operator is one that satisfies
equation 84 that the complex conjugate of an
To make more sense of the hermitian operators I operator is the same as the adjoint of that same
should take a brief aside to make sure I define
operator. For instance, the identity operator in
what I mean by ”eigenvalues” and
hermitian:


1 0
”eigenfunctions”. Truth be told, neither of these
ˆ
I=
(85)
0 1
terms are quite new to us; their definitions aren’t


anyway. Recall earlier when I defined what an
1
0
∗
ˆ
operator was in quantum mechanics; equation 64?
(86)
I =
0 1
This isn’t the most general definition of an


operator. In fact, if an operator satisfies equation
1
0
†
Iˆ =
(87)
64 then the Ô in that equation is a hermitian
0 1
operator, |ψ1 i and |ψs i are eigenfunctions that
Thus,
form an orthonormal basis set, and the constant λ
Iˆ∗ = Iˆ†
(88)
is the eigenvalue associated with the operator
operating on |ψ1 i.
Again, just to reiterate its importance. The goal
Everything I just said may be a little confusing
at first, so I urge you to reread it until it fully
sinks in. It can now be seen, I think, just how
important hermitian operators are. They help us
determine if quantum states are orthogonal to each
other, and if they are, we can do a phenomenal
amount of things with them. Everything described
thus far in this paper, and everything described
later in this paper relies on the fact that the
polarization states of |Hi and |V i are orthogonal
to each other and form an orthnormal basis set.
Anyway, that’s enough words for hermitian
operators, and you’re probably dizzy after reading
it. In case you havn’t though; I refer you to.3
What, mathematically, does a hermitian operator
mean? Firstly, we define the matrix representation
of an operator (for a more in depth explanation of
the following definition, refer to expanded section
VIII-E):
Ôij = hψi | Ôij |ψj i
(83)
Now, if we look at the adjoint of Ôij using a

of all the mathematical foundations behind
quantum mechanics is just methods and
procedures to assist in ways to find eigenvalues of
certain eigenfunctions. These values tell us about
the way the system behaves, and hermitian
operators tell us only real answers to the ways a
system behaves. They’re an easy and fundamental
way of deriving information from a system that’s
completely probabilistic, and we’ll see in a bit just
how important hermitian operators are to the
construction of theoretical quantum algorithms and
computers.
V. O PERATORS : A N EW F ORM OF
M EASUREMENT A PPARATUS
V-A

”Let There be Quantum Mechanics”; and
there was spooky action

The term ”measurement” can mean drastically
different things to different people. If one were to
google the term; you’d be greeted by images of
finite devices: rulers, speedometers, thermometers,
test tubes, etc. Each device used for something
different, but all inherently the same; something
that’s used to measure a quantity. Over the course
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of expanded learning, the term measurement gets
extremely bogged down by ideas of complex
systems. One begins to have frightening flashbacks
of swinging pendulums or haywire oscilloscopes.
The point of these meta-analyses of such a
derivative term is to drive home the point of how
Fig. 12. In the above system we start with an input state |ψi that
has the normal form we’re used to; a linear combination of our basis
human and macroscopic the idea of measuring a
states. In fact, this system is much similar to the first polarization
system can be. To derive information from a
beam splitter in figure 7. The splitter splits the arbitrary state into
system we must measure it, and to measure it we
the H and V components, and each state is sent into a corresponding
detector (each detector is ideal, and doesn’t effect the state going
must somehow interact with it. The unfortunate
through it). We have some sort of algorithm setup that registers a
reality is though, that in quantum mechanics, we
photon detection of |Hi as a -1, and |V i as a +1. If the squared
can’t interact with a system without inherently
probability amplitudes of each basis vector is 1/2 then the value
should average to 0.
changing it, so how can we ever hope to gather
information from it? To setup guidelines for the
quantum world, Mark Beck4 outlines 3
foundational pillars of quantum mechanics that
In the above system, our two possible
help us answer this question:
measurements are either +1 or -1, these are our
two eigenvalues. Using postulate 3b defined above,
1) At any point in time, the state of a system
we can see that the probability of measuring, for
can be described be a linear combination of example, +1 is:
orthogonal basis vectors of the system
P (+1| |ψi) = P (H| |ψi) = | hH|ψi |2 = |c2H | (90)
represented by the arbitrary ket |ψi. All
information about a quantum system can be
Which makes perfect sense. We’ve already
described by this ket.
previous defined cH as being directly related to the
2) Physically measurable quantities are
probability of measuring a particular state. We find
represented by observables and every
(again fairly obviously); that the average
observable has a corresponding Hermitian
measurement will be:
operator Ô.
|cH |2 − |cV |2
(91)
3) When measuring Ô:
a) The possible values of Ô are given by
the specific eigenvalues of Ô
b) The probability of obtaining a specific
eigenvalue λ is given as equation 89
where |λi is the eigenstate
corresponding to λ. After this
measurement, the system is irreversibly
taken out of state |ψi and left in state
|λi.
P (λ| |ψi) = | hλ|ψi |2
(89)

And we now define the ’polarization’ operator
which is the hermitian operator associated with
these two eigenvalues:
γ̂HV |Hi = (+1) |Hi

(92)

γ̂HV |V i = (−1) |V i

(93)

Remember, saying that γHV is hermitian means
that mathematically speaking,
†
∗
= γHV
γHV

(94)

Descriptively it means,

V-B

Applying Theory: Measuring Polarization

How exactly can we measure our polarization
states to derive meaning from our experiments?
Firstly, we set up the following system:

1) Eigenvalues are real (seen by +1 and -1)
2) Eigenstates are orthonormal
3) Eigenstates form a basis set
We can make a bit better use out of our new
hermitian operator friend by multiplying it by the
identity matrix (which has no net effect on it), and
use the property of the identity matrix that (see
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section VIII-E):
1̂ =

N
X

|HVj i hHVj |

more qubits is that the more qubits or ”quantum
systems” you have, the quicker they decohere.
(95) Thus destroying the superposition of said system.

j=1

Though the scales of these numbers can be
difficult to comprehend, this limited amount of
To find that:
entangled atoms can still be drastically more
γ̂HV = γ̂HV 1̂
(96) powerful because of their characteristics. In this
= (+1) |Hi hH| + (−1) |V i hV |
section we go over what it means to have
entangled states, and the repercussions of them.
And we can use this to help us find the
Most importantly, we’ll discover a way to do
expectation value of this operator on |ψi:
something that still only exists in the realm of
hψ| γ̂HV |ψi = hψ| (+1) |Hi hH| + (−1) |V i hV | |ψi science fiction: quantum teleportation.
= | hH|ψi |2 − | hV |ψi |2
= |cH |2 − |cV |2
(97) VI-A Two Photon States and Their Operators
Surprise! We’ve nonchalantly discovered an
operator that seems pretty simple, but it’s
expectation value can show us something
powerful. we can undoubtedly use this in the
future as a handy tool to measure quantum states.
For more information on how to get real,
calculatable values, for systems like the one in
figure 12; see section VIII-H.

We start our exploration into entangled photons
by explaining how we can get photons to become
entangled in the first place. We need to use a
process known as spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC) shown in the following
diagram:

VI. T WO PARTICLE S YSTEMS AND
E NTANGLEMENT
We now enter a section that’s the crux of this
paper. Two particle systems and quantum
entanglement are both extremely abnormal, and
the basis of quantum communication. In essence,
most research and theoretical work that goes into
quantum mechanics in the modern day is based
around how we can make entanglement realizable
as efficiently and as macrospocially as possible.
Currently, IBM’s7 fleet of quantum computers has
achieved limits once thought to be impossible with
several quantum computers available for public use
of their quantum cloud. As it stands, they own one
of the most powerful quantum supercomputers
using ultra-cold semiconductor devices that allow
for 53 individual qubits (that is, 53 entangled
atoms). Let that sink in for a second if you’re not
aware of the size of an atom. Keep in mind that
the human body has approximately 1028 atoms.
That’s just in a singular human body. Currently
humans have developed systems to be able to
control only 53 of the tricky buggers. The issue
when trying to build quantum computers with

Fig. 13. The above figure shows an example of spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) which converts a single pump photon
(seen with a subscript p) into two dependent photons known as the
idler and source photon (seen with subscript i and s respectively).
The pump photon is initially sent to interact with a β-Barium Borate
birefringent crystal (see expanded section VIII-A for information on
these types of crystals). The crystal splits the pump photon into the
idler and source photons with related frequency to the pump photon.
The initial pump photon starts with vertical polarization, but after
going through the crystal, the idler and pump photon are left to have
horizontal polarizations.

We define the state of the output idler and
source photons as something called an ’expanded
Hilbert space’. This is essentially just combining
the systems of two different basis sets within a
vector space. Each photon has their own subspace
where they can exist. Each either being found in
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the state of |Hi or |V i independent of each other.
We define this expanded space mathematically by:
|H, Hi = |His ⊗ |Hii = |His |Hii

(98)

Where each term is essentially just an
equivalent way of representing this one system.
We can add a half wave plate in the path of the
signal photon to make some interesting
observations. Our second experimental setup
represents something like the following:
Fig. 15. Now we start with the same setup as the one from figure 14
and keep the half-wave plate in there. We now add a quarter-wave
plate to the idler photon which changes our expanded Hilbert space
even further.

Our Hilbert space for this experiment now
expands to:

Fig. 14. In this experiment, we start with the same setup that we
created in Figure 13. The pump photon is sent through the same βBarium Borate birefringent crystal (see expanded section VIII-A for
information on these types of crystals), and what comes out the other
end is the signal and idler photons. This time, however, the signal
photon is sent through a half waveplate; rotating the polarization by
45 degrees. This polarization is now in a different subspace thus
changing our expanded Hilbert space.

Our expanded state now becomes:

|45, Ri = |45is ⊗ |Rii
1
= √ (|His + |V is ) ⊗ (|Hii − i |V ii )
2
1
= √ (|His ⊗ |Hii − |His ⊗ i |V ii
2
+ |V is ⊗ |Hii − |V is ⊗ i |V ii )
1
= √ (|HHi − i |HV i + |V Hi − i |V V i)
2
(100)
As an exercise, we can also compute inner
products of multiple systems; for example the one
we obtained from experiment 2, and the one from
experiment 3 from SPDC.

hV, 45|R, Hi = (hV |s h45|i )(|Ris |Hii )
|45, Hi = |45is ⊗ |Hii
= hV |Ris h45|Hii
1
= √ (|His + |V is ) ⊗ |Hii
i 1
2
(101)
=√ √
1
(99)
2
2
= √ (|His ⊗ |Hii + |V is ⊗ |Hii )
i
2
=−
1
2
= √ (|HHi + |V Hi)
Notice how this final answer actually has
2
nothing
to do with any of the initial states that we
Where the fourth line in the above equation is
started with, and no information directly related to
just a different representation of the third line.
the idler or source photons. Operators can act on
Okay sure, the experiment in figure 14 is
either state individually or on the macro state as a
interesting undoubtedly, but it can’t tell us much
whole. For instance, recall the operator γ̂HV . We
s
i
mathematically or experimentally because there’s
define γ̂HV
for the source photon, and γ̂HV
for the
si
nothing for use to measure here. Let me introduce idler photon, and γ̂HV to act on both at the same
a third experiment that should shed some light (no time; where:
si
s
i
pun intended) on this whole entangled situation:
γ̂HV
= γ̂HV
γ̂HV
(102)
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We now do another example that I reassure will
Where these operators act on two separate basis
be the first step to something more remarkable
sets so they obviously must commute with each
than these simple exercises.
other:
s
i
[γ̂HV
, γ̂HV
]=0
(103)
If we start in the initial state of |R, 45i; what’s
VI-B Probabilities of Two Photon States
the probability of measuring the idler photon to be
horizontally polarized? Essentially, what is P(Hi )?
We need to recall that if we want to measure
the observable O then we can use the eigenvalues Following the same logic as the answer we
acquired in equation 107 we find that this results
and eigenkets of the corresponding operator Ô:
in a probability of:
Ô |λn i = λn |λn i
(104)
1
(108)
P (Hi ) =
The probability of obtaining said eigenvalue λn
2
of a state ψ given from equation 89 is thus:
Notice how this end result, unlike the result
2
from
equation 107, is totally independent of any
P (λn , |ψi) = | hλn |ψi |
knowledge of the source photon. Without taking
= hψ|λn i hλn |ψi
any measurements of the source photon, we’re
= hψ| (|λn i hλn |) |ψi
(105) reasonably confident that if we were to measure
= hψ| P̂λn |ψi

the idler photon, that we’d measure it to be
horizontally polarized about half the time.

= hP̂λn i
As an example, we can have a system prepared
in state |R, 45i, and we can find the probability of
finding the state P (Vs , Hi ), and the projection
operator for this probability is given as:
P̂Vs Hi = |Vs , Hi i hVs , Hi |
We’re so close to being on the verge of
something revolutionary. Reverse engineering
equation 105; we can see that:

Before moving on to one last final example that
will leave you in shock and awe, we want to
define some way to acquire the probability of
measuring the source photon to be either
(106) horizontal or vertical given what we found out
about the idler photon from equation 108. We
define Bayes’ formula for observables a and b as:

P (Vs , Hi ) = hP̂λ n i
= hψ| P̂λ n |ψi
= hR, 45|Vs , Hi i hVs , Hi |R, 45i
= | hR, 45|Vs , Hi i |2
(107)
= | hRs |Vs i h45i |Hi i |2
i 1
= | √ √ |2
2 2
1
=
4
Okay, now we’ve found something interesting,
and a way to invariably take measurements of our
systems...we can do actual experiments now with
this information! If we start with a system where
the source photon starts in the right hand circular
state, and the idler starts in the +45 state, we’ll
find that 14 of the time we’ll acquire the
measurement of the source photon to be vertical
and the idler to be horizontal.

P (a|b) =

P (a, b)
P (b)

(109)

What this equation is saying is that in order to
find the probability of measuring a; given the
probability of measuring b. We must divide the
probability of measuring both a and b together by
the probability of just measuring b. We can use
this to find the probability of measuring the source
photon to be in state |Vs i given that the idler is
found to be in state |Hi i, and that our system
starts in the state |R, 45i. AKA, we want to find:
P (Vs |Hi )

(110)

Using what we’ve just learned, and the answers
we’ve gotten from equation 107 and 108 we find:
P (Vs , Hi )
P (Hi )
1 1
= ÷
4 5
1
=
2

P (Vs |Hi ) =

(111)
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Interesting! Knowing only about the information
from one photon allows us to gather information
about the other without directly measuring it. This
is an important discover for us to remember;
though nothing completely ground breaking. In the
next section we’ll describe one final experiment,
and do some examples with it to truly discover
what we mean by entangled photons.

why this state is so important. What’s the
probability of measuring the signal photon to be
horizontally polarized? That is, we want to find
P(Hs ) given that our system starts in the state
|φ+ i. Recall from equation 105:
P (Hs | |φ+ i) = hPˆH s i

(113)

Using the general formula for an expectation
value, and plugging in what we know for PH s and
+
VI-C The Grand Reveal: Entangled States and |φ i we can obtain:
1
Their Significance
hPˆH s i = [hHs , Hi | + hVs , Vi |][|Hs i hHs |][|Hi , Hs i
2
We now introduce one last SPDC experiment:
+ |Vi , Vs i]
1
= [hHs |Hs i hHi | + hVs |Hs i
2
hVi |][hHs |Hs i |Hi i + hHs |Vs i |Vi i]
1
= [hHi |][|Hi i]
2
1
=
2
(114)

Fig. 16. This final SPDC experiment starts much the same as the first
SPDC experiment we did in the experiment in figure 13. The only
change from that experiment is that this time we’ll be using two βBarium Borate birefringent crystals stacked on top of each other (see
expanded section VIII-A for information on these types of crystals).
This puts each output photon into their own respective superposition
of states of vertical and horizontal as shown by the green arrows over
the output rays.

Thus the probability of measuring the source
photon to be horizontally polarized should be
about half the time. Now, if we first measure the
source photon, and then measure the idler photon,
what’s the probability that the idler photon is also
horizontally polarized? We’ll recall from equation
111 that we can find the answer to this question
via:
P (Hs , Hi )
(115)
P (Hs |Hi ) =
P (Hi )

This is it, you may not realize it, but these two
We need to find both the numerator and the
photons are now entangled with each other! The
denominator of this fraction. The numerator is, in
output state to this system is known as a Bell state essence, the same process that we followed in
(see expanded section VIII-I for more information equation 114, and we end up finding that:
on how we can represent other types of states
1
vastly more generally):
PH i =
(116)
2
1
|φ+ i = √ [|Hs , Hi i + |Vs , Vi i]
(112)
Now, for finding the numerator:
2
1
The photons produced form this experiment are hP (Hs , Hi )i = [hHs , Hi | + hVs , Vi |][|Hs , Hi i
2
in a purely entangled state. So what exactly does
hH
, Hi |][|Hs , Hi i + |Vs , Vi i]
s
this mean? I’ve been going on and on for a bit
1
now about how important these starts are, and how
= [hHs |Hs i hHi |Hi i + hVs |Hs i hVi |Hi i]
2
miraculous it’d be when we finally find it, but so
[hHs |Hs i hHi |Hi i + hHs |Vs i hHi |Vi i]
what? What exactly can entangled states tell us?
In order to truly come to terms with the
1
=
importance of equation 112 we should look at a
2
(117)
few examples that should make it pretty obvious
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Does it make sense exactly what this means? let
me explicitly show you the probability of
measuring the idler photon to be horizontal given
that the source photon is measured to be
horizontal as well:
P (Hs |Hi ) =

1
2
1
2

=1

(118)

theory of quantum electrodynamics is
mathematically self-consistent. It’s
surprising that the theory still hasn’t
been proved self-consistent one way or
the other by now; I suspect that
renormalization is not mathematically
legitimate.”
-Richard Feynman

One hundred percent...there’s a one hundred
percent probability that if the source photon is
found to be horizontal that the idler photon is
found to be horizontal as well, and rest assured
that this result is consistent no matter what basis
we measure in. This is incredible, we’d not even
need measure the idler photon at this point as we
know for a fact what we’ll get for an answer. How
can this be possible?! Why does the photon
choose to suddenly change state just because the
other one is measured?! The truth is; we have no
idea. The property of entanglement is one of the
most profound discoveries of the 20th century. The
idea is so befuddling that even Albert Einstein
himself dubbed it ”Spooky Action at a Distance”
in a paper written between him, Podolsky, and
Rosen describing their EPR experiments5 . There
was simply no rational explanation for the
mathematical theory that Einsten discovered in
1935, and he had few words to describe it. He was
almost positive there must be some error in his
mathematics that resulted in an incorrect
conclusion, and he was adamant that there was no
way it could exist; even arguing that there must be
something fundamentally wrong with the theory
we’ve built for quantum mechanics. Unfortunately
for Einstein, it wasn’t until the experiments of Karl
A. Kocher and Eugene D. Commins that quantum
entanglement was experimentally proven in their
paper ”Polarization Correlation of Photons Emitted
in an Atomic Cascade”12 . The experiments proved
Einstein original theory 12 years after his death,
and reassured the scientific community that
entanglement did exist, and we shouldn’t throw
out our theories of quantum mechanics JUST yet.

Fig. 17. This info-graphic shows a tabulation between the pros and
cons of superconducting and trapped ion quantum systems17 . Each
system is better and worse in there own right when it comes to
constructing a macroscopic system of several qubits that all need to
be kept in check with one another. Quite often; each system can bring
difficulties in how easy it is to keep the quantum system; quantum
systems. Meaning, any interaction our qubits have with the outside
world destroy the quantum order of the device, and collapse the wave
functions of the system. It can further be difficult to add polarization
of photons to the list of possible quantum computer level architecture
because it can be extremely difficult to know when you’re actually
measuring single photons (see14 ).

”The shell game that we play . . . is
technically called ‘renormalization’. But
no matter how clever the word, it is still
what I would call a dippy process!
Having to resort to such hocus-pocus has
prevented us from proving that the

I digress, however, back to the nature of the
qubit. Our quantum system of entangled photons
can simply use the horizontal polarization to
represent a 1, and the vertical polarization to
represent 0:
|Hi = |0i
(119)

VII. T HE C OUP DE G R ÂCE : Q UANTUM
I NFORMATION AND THE D EUTSCH J OZSA
A LGORITHM
VII-A Bits and Pieces: An Overview of Quantum Cryptography
A common misconception when it comes to the
qubit is what exactly it represents? I’m here to
settle the score once and for all that the qubits of
|0i and |1i aren’t anything to be afraid of. You can
make a quantum computer out of just about any
quantum system (whether or not it’ll be stable of
efficient is another story altogether17 ). Sometimes
it can even be hard to tell which quantum system
is truly the best to use:
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|V i = |1i

(120) another person. Once they receive it; they’ll be
able to decode it using the same key and algorithm
Unlike classical systems, quantum systems can
you used to encode it.
be in a superposition of |0i and |1i at the same
To boil down classical cryptography to it’s most
time (if the bits are entangled with each other)
bare form, it’s important to note 3 propositions
instead of discretely in either 0 or 1 like in
that must hold true if you want your cryptogram
electrical computers. We can make all the same
to be absolutely, completely secure:
assumptions and moves that we’ve made
throughout this entire paper to our system of |0i
1) The key used to encrypt our plaintext must
and |1i like we did with the |Hi and |V i systems.
be equal in length to that of the plaintext
For instance, we could also say:
2) The generation of our key must be utterly,
completely random
1
(121)
|45i = |0‘i = √ [|0i + |1i]
3) We must use our key once and only once
2
This ensures that even if some snooper (let’s call
1
(122) them Eve) were to eavesdrop on your conversation
|−45i = |1‘i = √ [|0i − |1i]
2
and get a hold of the cipher text, they won’t be able
A useful set of states to use in quantum
to decode it.
computing (because we, of course, don’t just want
To work out cryptography quantum
any old state; want entangled states) are the Bell
mechanically, we use a stream of photons incident
states:
on a 50/50 beam splitter. We’ll send in as many
1
(123) photons as we want the length of our key. If a
|φ+ iAB = √ (|0iA |0iB + |1iA |1iB )
2
photon is reflected by the beam splitter, we’ll
1
−
(124) consider this a ’1’ and if it’s transmitted, then it’s
|φ iAB = √ (|0iA |0iB − |1iA |1iB )
a ’0’. This ensures proposition 1 and 2, and if we
2
only use the key once then we’ll also satisfy
1
|ψ + iAB = √ (|0iA |1iB + |1iA |0iB )
(125) proposition 3.
2
Imagine there are two friends that want to send
1
|ψ − iAB = √ (|0iA |1iB − |1iA |0iB )
(126) some information to each other, but want to make
2
sure that there’s no eavesdropper Eve collecting
Where you may recognize equation 123 as
their communication data in the middle (figure
equation 112 from earlier. Equations 124, 125, and 18). Imagine Alice wants to send some
126 are all just different combinations of states
information to Bob, and she starts by generating a
that can represent entangled systems.
public key for her and Bob to use together to
encrypt and decrypt information. In order to create
We can apply this to one of the most important
the key she sends the photons through a 50/50
key concepts of classical computing: cryptography.
splitter and generates a key. She then makes an
Entire books have been written on classical
important decision. She either decides to send each
cryptography, so I won’t be so pedantic as to go
individual bit in either the 01 (really the HV) or
over that here. If you have any interest in learning
the 0‘1‘ (really the +-45) basis. For instance we
about these systems in the more classical regime, I
could have the situation shown in Table III.
refer you to the ”Handbook of Applied
Cryptography”.11 As a very brief overview; know
Alice initially sends some test information to
that cryptography is the study of using certain
get the key setup between herself and Bob. Bob
algorithms to place a cipher onto a message. You
then receives the cipher text and too decides to
start with a plaintext message that you want to
decode each bit of the cipher text in either the 01
encode, encrypt that message with some key that
or the 0‘1‘ basis (see figure 18 for visual
was generated in an algorithmic way, and applying representation on this key distribution algorithm).
that key to the plaintext turns it into cipher text
Alice and Bob tell each other which basis they
that you can send over some open channel to
used to measure each qubit, and statistically they
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Text Type Value
Plain Text 0110
Key Text 1101
Cipher Text0‘1‘1‘0‘
TABLE III: This table shows how we can start with some plaintext
and a generated key, and combine them algorithmically to yield a
final cipher text. This graph is meant to exemplify how we can start
with the 01 basis, and end with a cipher text in the 0’1’ basis.

should choose the same basis for a given bit about
half the time...right? Especially if we have large
strings of text to make statistical chance fall to the
most probable state.
Alice and Bob communicate their bits, the ones
Alice sent, which basis she used for each, which
ones Bob received, and which basis he used for
each. They then throw out all other bits that Bob
used the incorrect basis to measure, and the
remaining bits are the key they’ll agree to use. The
only information shared to the public at this point
has been which basis Alice used for each
measurement of each initial bit; which doesn’t
leak any important information that will
compromise our security.
You might be wondering though...how do we
know that Eve hasn’t been listening in the whole
time? If she taped onto our line from the
beginning she could potentially have listened to
the cipher text being sent, and which basis to use
when? Ah! But that’s the beauty of quantum
mechanics for you can’t measure something
without somehow altering it’s state. We’d actually
find that if Even were to be listening in then once
Bob translated information to Alice of which basis
he used, he’d actually only be correct a quarter of
the time. This is intrinsically obvious when you
think about it. Eve will need to receive and
measure Alice’s bits and send them back out using
a random basis each time as well. There’s a 50/50
chance that Eve will be correct for each bit, and
that probability transfers down the line to Bob
(see20 for an interesting retrospect and experiment
testing this very algorithm).

Fig. 18. The above image (from Mark Becks book on Quantum
Mechanics4 ) is a visual representation of the BB84 quantum algorithm described in this section. Alice uses a half-wave plate to
determine the basis: The wave-plate axis is set at 0 degrees for the
01-basis, and at 22.5 degrees for the 0‘1‘ basis. At the receiving
end Bob uses a half-wave plate with he same settings to determine
his measurement basis, and his measurement apparatus consists of
a polarizing beam splitter with a detector at each output. We also
add the possibility of the existence of Eve, eavesdropping between
the communication stream between Alice and Bob. Her object is to
attempt to steal the public key that Alice and Bob are trying to share
without them finding out.

VII-B

Baby Don’t Clone Me! The No-Cloning
Theorem and Quantum Communication

We continue where we left off in the previous
section by analyzing the idea of ”If Eve can make
a perfect clone of the initial stream of bits she gets
from Alice, then she should be able to perfectly
spoof them and send them to Bob; thus we won’t
be able to detect her presence”. This would, of
course, be bad for us considering that would be
the down fall of our entire system. What we’re
essentially asking is if the following operation is
possible:
Ûc |ψi1 |Bi2 =? |ψi1 |ψi2

(127)

Essentially what this is searching for is we want
to find an operator Ûc that has no net effect on the
first state of |ψi1 , but changes a ”blank” state (we
don’t care what the state initially is), but it always
leaves the blank state in |ψi2 . If we can find a
such operator; then it’ll be possible to make a
perfect clone of an incoming state. More
specifically, for our case, we can write:
Ûc |0i1 |Bi2 = |0i1 |0i2

(128)

Ûc |1i1 |Bi2 = |1i1 |1i2

(129)

or:
But now backing up a bit to refer to equation
127, we can note that the state |ψi1 is in a
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starts with a bit in the state:

superposition of states:
ψ1 = α |0i1 + β |1i1

(130)

Plugging this in as a substitution to just the left
hand side of equation 127 we can conclude:
Ûc (α |0i1 + β |1i1 ) ⊗ |Bi2
Which reduces to:
αÛc |0i1 |Bi2 + β Ûc |1i1 |Bi2

|ψia = α |0ia + β |1ia

(136)

And she shares an ebit with Bob (given by
equation 112):

1
(137)
|φ+ iAB = √ [|0iA |0iB + |1iA |1iB ]
2
The total state of Alice’s system is given as an
(132) expanded Hilbert space of 136 and 137:
(131)

If our no cloning machine operator works as it
should then equation 132 should reduce further to:

|Ψi = |ψia ⊗ |φ+ iAB

(138)

1
|Ψi = √ [(α |0ia +β |1ia )⊗|0iA |0iB +(α |0ia +β |1ia )⊗|1iA
2
(139)
Let’s think about this final result though...If
|Ψi Can be written as a combination of the Bell
instead of distributing out the cloning operator, we basis:
clone the whole state in 130 we would actually
1
get:
|Ψi = |φ+ iaA ⊗ (α |0iB + β |1iB )
2
Ûc (α |0i1 + β |1i1 ) ⊗ |Bi2
(134)
1 −
+ |φ iaA ⊗ (α |0iB − β |1iB )
And combines to
2
(140)
1 +
+ |ψ iaA ⊗ (α |1iB + β |0iB )
(α |0i1 + β |1i1 ) ⊗ (α |0i1 + β |1i1 )
(135)
2
1
What we’ve now found in equation 135 isn’t the
+ |ψ − iaA ⊗ (α |1iB − β |0iB )
2
same as what we found in equation 133. This is
complete evidence that shows definitively that this
If Alice were to make a measurement of |Ψi
operator must not be able to exist. Thus Eve is
that results in |φ+ iaA then Bobs qubit will be in
NOT allowed to completely clone states, and our
state α |0iB + β |1iB which is the exact state from
system is still secure.
equation 136 that we wanted to teleport. So it’s
logistically that simple...Bob and Alice share an
However, just because we can’t clone states,
ebit, Alice makes a measurement of said ebit until
doesn’t mean we can’t use this quantum system to it results in Bobs qubit ending in the state she
’teleport’ states (and thus information) to various
wanted to teleport. Alice’s state is thus destroyed
places. In fact, this is where things start to get
and left irreversibly in |φ+ iaA , but the information
particularly interesting as we can use quantum
was teleported instantaneously to Bob (see figure
entanglement of photons (see section VI-C) to
19).
teleport this information. Using entanglement it’s
possible to retain information of a system in order
The unfortunate side effect is that Bob will have
to teleport it to a new location in space. However,
no idea when his ebit is actually in the state it
we can’t just send the EXACT same qubit from
needs to be in. As far as we currently know, Alice
Alice to Bob. This would violate the no cloning
will need to tell Bob over a classical channel when
theorem. We might, however, be able to send this
her ebit is finally measured in the correct state.
quantum information, and leave Alice’s
information irreversible altered. Thus with gaining
Really though it only takes one measurement
one pro, we add an unfortunate and inescapable
for Alice to get her state teleported as there’s an
con.
operator we’ll soon define that Bob can simply
apply to his state to result in the wanted end result.
In order to teleport information, Alice and Bob
Even if Alice measures |φ− iaA then Bob can just
must share what’s called an ’ebit’ (similar to a
apply a π phase shift to the |1iB component of his
qubit, but involves two entangled qubits). Alice
α |0i1 |0i2 = β |1i1 |1i2

(133)
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qubit by using the unitary operator Ûφ :

 

1 0
1 0
Ûφ =
=
0 eiπ
0 −1

InputOutput
0
1

(141)

1
0

TABLE IV: Quantum X̂-Gate truth table
For a system using entangled photons, this
matrix might be a bit familiar. Referring to table II
we can see this matrix is just a half wave plate.
The matrix form of the quantum X̂-gate is
The system of quantum communication is shown
given as:


below in figure 19.
0 1
X̂ =
(142)
1 0

This can be easily shown to work by
demonstration:

   
0 1 1
0
X̂ |0i =
=
= |1i
1 0 0
1

Fig. 19. The above figure (mostly representative of one from4 )
visually describes the quantum teleportation algorithm between two
individuals Alice and Bob.

VII-C

Quantum Computing: A Level Up From
Classical Computing

About the only thing that quantum computing
shares in logic with classical computing is the
symbols. Other than that; it’s a completely
different animal. I won’t describe too much about
classical computing logic here as it’s relatively
straightforward and not very applicable to the main
focus of this paper. If you have interest in further
study on electronics and digital logic, see.10 In
quantum logic, gates are replaced by unitary
operators that perform some mutation on an input
state. If you give a quantum ’gate’ one input, it
gives one output. Likewise if you give the gate
two inputs, it results in two outputs. This varies
from classical computing as in classical computing
most gates take 2 or more inputs and can give as
few as just a singular output, and generally never
result in as many outputs as given inputs.
The quantum X̂-gate is the logical equivalent to
the classical NOT-gate. It takes a given input and
inverts it to the opposite of the value. The
NOT-gate works as Table IV.

(143)

This is called the X̂-gate because it’s the same
as the Pauli spin matrix σˆx (see4 section 6.2 for
information on Pauli spin matrices). Further
quantum gates include:
Operator

Name

X̂

X-Gate

Ŷ

Y-Gate

Ẑ

Z-Gate

Ĥ

Haddamard Gate

P̂

Phase Gate

Graphic

Matrix


0 1
1 0


0 −i
i 0


1 0
0 −1


1
1
1
√
2 1 −1


1 0
0 i

TABLE V: The above table shows five important gates often used in
quantum computation theory. The above list is certainly not inclusive,
and only shows single input gates. Each gate receives a singular input,
and performs some rotation to the state supplied using the matrix
representations of each operator, and of the initial state. Each gate
represents one of various unitary operations that can be taken on a
quantum state, so in theory, every unitary operation we can perform
has it’s own quantum gate.

Single qubit gates aren’t the only type of gate
that we can use. As mentioned before, double
qubit gates exist. However, it’s not directly
apparent how one may operate these gates. How
does the addition of another input state change the
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unitary operator that is applied? Which state is the
operator applied too? Is it both? These double
input gates are known as control gates. One input
state acts as a control qubit, and the other the
target qubit. If the control is a particular state (let’s
say |0i to make things clear), then the target state
goes through the gate and emerges unchanged. If
the control qubit is the opposite of this (so for this
case |1i) then the unitary operator will be applied
to the target. The following table shows an
example of one of these gates, the controlled not:

Fig. 20. The above figure (created using IBM’s Quantum Experience
Quantum Circuit Composer2 ) represents the quantum circuit that was
described above (note that the second input is sent through an X-gate
only for the purposes of flipping the second input state to be the
opposite of |0i (i.e |1i)

Control InTarget InControl Out Target Out
|0i
|0i
|1i
|1i

|0i
|1i
|0i
|1i

|0i
|0i
|1i
|1i

|0i
|1i
X̂ |0i = |1i
X̂ |1i = |0i

TABLE VI: This table demonstrates the quantum truth table for a
controlled not gate i.e a CNOT gate; which is a two qubit control
gate. Depending on the state of the control qubit, the target qubit is
either affected or unaffected. In the case of the CNOT, if the control
qubit is |1i then the target qubit is ’notted’. Rather, the target qubit
is changed to its opposite state. These particular gates become very
useful and powerful in building large scale quantum circuits.

It can be seen that the CNOT gate has a four
basis vector space of |0, 0i , |0, 1i , |1, 0i , |1, 1i. If
we were to add the CNOT gate to table V then
it’d have the row:
Operator

Name

CNˆOT CNOT-Gate

Graphic

Matrix

1
0

0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1


0
0

1
0

TABLE VII: The row that would be added to table V for the CNOT
gate

As an example to show how these quantum
circuits diagrams are constructed, and how the
gates affect a certain input state; let’s look at an
initial system of:

The Haddamard gate is applied to the first input
state:
|Ψi = Ĥ |0i1 ⊗ |1i2
(145)
Where specifically:

 
1 1 1
1
|Ψi = √
1
−1
0
2

(146)

And reduces to:
1
(147)
|Ψi = √ (|0i1 + |1i1 )
2
Thus the total state is:
1
|Ψi = √ (|0i1 + |1i1 ) ⊗ |1i2
2
(148)
1
= √ (|0i1 |1i2 + |1i1 |1i2 )
2
We now apply the CNOT gate operator to our
state:
1
|Ψi = CNˆOT [ √ (|0i1 |1i2 + |1i1 |1i2 )] (149)
2
For the term that’s inside of the parentheses
being multiplied by the fraction, we can see that
the first addend has a control qubit of |0i; thus the
target qubit will remain |1i. The second addend
has a control qubit of |1i, so the target qubit will
rotate to a |0i. This creates a finally state of:

1
|Ψi = √ (|0i1 |1i2 + |1i1 |0i2 )
(150)
2
|Ψi = |0i1 |1i2
(144)
Hang on...haven’t we seen something like this
Where the first qubit is sent through a
before? Under close inspection we see that this is
Haddamard gate, and then the whole state is sent
no other then a quantum Bell state (refer to
through a CNOT gate using the second qubit as
equation 140)!
the control state. The quantum circuit diagram for
this system is:
|Ψi = |Ψ+ i1,2
(151)
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Thus we’ve discovered a way using a few
simple gates to entangle qubits together. This will
come in quite handy in the next section.

the following: If you’re given one of these mystery
functions and told that it’s either constant or
balanced; how many times do you need to send an
input into the function to determine if that
VII-D Deutsch’s Algorithm: A Prelude
function is constant or balanced? The answer,
And we’ve finally arrived. Keep your wits about classically, is quite obviously 2. It takes two test
inputs into our mystery function to determine its
you wary traveller as we’ve learned much up to
this point to setup the next few pages of what I’m property. Just for clarity, let’s say you’re given
your mystery function and you initially input 0
about to introduce here. The Deutsch-Jozsa (DJ)
algorithm (an improved version of the more simple into the function and it spits back a 1. Now we
Deutsch’s algorithm); while simple in its idea; was know from table VIII that the function must be
revolutionary for the field of quantum physics and either f2 (x) or f4 (x) which helps, but gives us no
definitive information yet about the functions total
computing. It proved to not just the world, but to
property. Now, if we input a 1 into the function
the scientists working tirelessly to discover the
and find that it’s output is 1 then we know the
new age of information; that we were indeed on
mystery function under test must be f2 (x), and our
the right path. The DJ algorithm shows that the
function is constant; thus taking two test inputs.
efficiency of a quantum computer can be, in
certain aspects, faster than ever thought
Up until now we’ve only considered the
imaginable. A realm completely unachievable by
classical case where there’s no way around having
classical computers. Allow me to talk classically
to test the mystery function no more or less than
for a minute to allow a more simple explanation
twice to understand the nature of the given
first of Deutsch’s algorithm; then of the DJ
function. Before getting into the nitty gritty; I’ll
algorithm as a whole. Imagine we have a function
get right to the chase and tell you that using the
that operates on binary inputs that we’re promised
Deutsch algorithm we’re able to do it in half the
is either constant or balanced. This is a fact of the
steps, and only need to analyse the function once
given function. It can be one, not neither, and not
to understand it’s properties! This is a fairly trivial
both. A constant function is defined as one which
revelation, but trust me when I say that it changes
gives the exact same output no matter the input.
the world of quantum computers. Once we get to
Deutsch’s algorithm only works for single bit
the full DJ algorithm that fully expands the
inputs; meaning our input is either 0 or 1. If the
algorithm to allowing any length of bit string to
function is constant that means that an input of 0
the input function; we’ll really see this algorithm
yields x and an input of 1 also yields x where x is
shine. For now though, let’s look at the simple
either 0 or 1. A balanced function means that the
case of the Deutsch algorithm quantum
function outputs each possible output fifty percent
mechanically:
of the time. So if the input to the function is 0 and
the output x; then the output to giving 1 as an
In order to demonstrate the Deutsch algorithm,
input must be y. Where if x is 0 then y must be 1, let’s analyse the following circuit:
and if x is 1 then y must be 0. This is summarized
more succinctly in table VIII.
xf1 (x)f2 (x)f3 (x)f4 (x)
0 0
1 0

1
1

0
1

1
0

TABLE VIII: The above table shows the possible inputs for x for
Deutsch’s algorithm, and the four possible functions available. In this
demonstration, the functions f1 (x) and f2 (x) are constant whereas
the functions f3 (x) and f4 (x) are balanced.

Fig. 21. A quantum circuit implementing Deutsch’s algorithm where
I’ve set up several locations for us to analyse the progress along the
path of the circuit.

The game that Deutsch tried to play when he
initial came up with his quantum algorithm was

You may notice an interesting operator in the
above image that may induce confusion at first,
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the Ûf operator. The operator, however, is fairly
simple, and while it may look like a control gate;
it is, in fact, not one. The value for x is simply
passed through to the other side and is used to
manipulate the operation done on the second
qubit; y. The y qubit will be classically XOR-ed
(see Figure 3) with the solution of placing the
value of x into the mystery function.

unique output states for our functions that are
either balanced or constant. In fact, looking at the
first term of each case, if the first qubit were to
come our in the state of |45i then we’d know that
the function is constant, and if it were to come out
in the state of |−45i we’d know the function to be
balanced. We can add one final touch though to
make it completely clear to the measurer what the
answer is at the end using that last Haddamard
gate:
We now start our analysis of the circuit by

defining our initial state as:
+ − [[|0i1 ] ⊗ √12 [|0i2 − |1i2 ]]



 for f (x) or f (x)
|ψi1 = |0i1 |1i2
(152)
1
2
(156)
|ψi4 =
√1 [|0i − |1i ]]

+
−
[[|1i
]
⊗

1
2
2
This input state then has each bit go through an
2


for f3 (x) or f4 (x)
individual Haddamard gate:
Now if the output state of the first qubit is
measured to be in just the state |0i then we know
the function to have been constant, and if it’s |1i
then it’s balanced, and we’ve only had to evaluate
f(x) just once! Classically, this is absolutely
impossible, and shows the raw power that quantum
mechanics can have over classical machines. This
isn’t completely miraculous though, because who
needs to be evaluating these functions in the real
world? What purpose does this serve, and who
does it help? It would certainly be even more
spectacular if this algorithm was generalized to
We can see that after the Ûf operator, and if our say, oh, n amounts of input bits? Well, let me
mystery function is f1 (x) the the state at |ψi3
introduce you too...
would be:
VII-E The Deutsch-Jozsa Quantum Algorithm
1
|ψi3 = √ [|0i1 |0i2 − |0i1 |1i2 + |1i1 |0i2 − |1i1 |1i2 ]
In essence the Deutsch-Jozsa Algorithm
2
attempts
to solve the same problem that we
1
= √ [[|0i1 + |1i1 ] ⊗ [|0i2 − |1i2 ]]
already have previously in Deutsch’s algorithm.
2
(154) We’re given a function f(x), promised that it’s
either constant or balanced, and are asked to
Which is the exact same thing as the input state!
determine which property it provokes. The main
This means, that at least for the function f1 (x)
difference here comes with the properties of x.
that the Ûf operator is simply just the identity
Deutsch’s algorithm holds for n-bit strings x;
matrix! What about the other functions though?
where n = 1, and only 1. We found that classically
Well, with a little more similar analysis, and
it takes 2 function evaluations to determine the
referencing table VIII we can see that overall:
properties of f(x), but it took Deutsch’s algorithm

1
only 1 evaluation to determine this same property.
+ − √2 [[|0i1 + |1i1 ] ⊗ [|0i2 − |1i2 ]]



This is nice and all, but what we’re really
 for f (x) or f (x)
1
2
interested in is n-bit binary strings. Does Deutsch’s
|ψi3 =

+ − √12 [[|0i1 − |1i1 ] ⊗ [|0i2 − |1i2 ]]

algorithm still hold for n > 1? This is where


improvements made by Richard Jozsa put
for f3 (x) or f4 (x)
(155) Deutsch’s algorithm on the map as the first to
With that we’ve been able to identify two
truly embody quantum supremacy.

|ψi = Ĥ1 |0i1 Ĥ2 |1i2

   
  
1 1 1
1
1 1
0
=
1
−1
0
1
−1
1 2
2
2
   1 1
1 1
1
=
1
−1
2
1
2
1
= √ [[|0i1 + |1i1 ] ⊗ [|0i2 − |1i2 ]]
2
1
= √ [|0i1 |0i2 − |0i1 |1i2 + |1i1 |0i2 − |1i1 |1i2 ]
2
(153)
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Classically, a brute force approach to this
problem reveals that we’d need 2n−1 + 1 function
evaluations to determine the properties of f(x). For
small values of n; this may seem like an easy task
that one shouldn’t worry to dearly about. Big deal,
Deutsch’s algorithm does 1 evaluation instead of 2
when n = 1. While I agree, this isn’t to terrible of
a place to split hairs, but computers don’t often
work with such pedantic strings of input. Often
(especially in cases we’re interested about such as
factoring large numbers into prime factors), n can
become insurmountably large. When n is on the
scale of 512 bit strings (even still small for a
computer) the order of function evaluations is
greater than 10100 ! Which is completely infeasible.
A modern computer; completing roughly 4x109
operations per second would take 1091 seconds, or
about 1083 years. That’s more years than there are
particles in the observable universe, so good luck.
However, what should we expect from the DJA in
terms of a speedup? Maybe log(n) evaluations?
That’s a common trait when discussing algorithm
efficiency. Or maybe something slightly worse, but
still better than the classical result; n evaluations?
It would be incredible if we could turn 10100
evaluations into a simple 512 evaluations. I spoil it
a little early though, the answer is 1. This isn’t a
typo dear reader; 1. The DJA can take a problem
that would have taken longer then the lifespan of
the universe into giving us an answer quicker then
someone can snap their fingers. Now that I feel
I’ve rightly instilled the significance of this
groundbreaking algorithm; let me explain how we
can achieve such drastic feats.

Fig. 22. The original double slit experiment carried out by Thomas
Young in the early 1800’s demonstrated the exceptional wave like
properties of light (the wave-particle duality understanding of which
was later deepened by Einstein in his demonstration of the photoelectric effect); re-imagined here to accentuate the DJA. We setup an
array of detectors labelled y0 through yn−1 that await detection of
light particles taking one of n - 1 paths. These paths themselves are
labelled by corresponding x0 through xn−1 .

Let’s suppose that the amount of phase accrued
by a single photon going along a specific path is:
A(−1)f (x)+x·y

(157)

Where f(x) is our function of interest, and I’ll
define x · y as the binary inner product:
x·y =

n
X

xi y i

(158)

i=1

And A is a normalization constant since the
particle MUST go somewhere. In order to
determine the probability of the particle being
measured at a particular detector; we must sum
over all possible paths that the particle can take to
get to that detector, and take a complex conjugate:
n

2
X
P r(y) = |A
(−1)f (xi )+xi ·y |2

(159)

i=1

The DJA takes advantage of the special ability
for quantum probability amplitudes to be positive
and negative. This unique property allows for the
probability amplitudes of our states to interfere
with one another. Classically we can really only
use raw probabilities because the shear size of our
world compared to the quantum world makes the
probability amplitudes, and thus superpositions
decohere rapidly. We start with a simple parallel
that most physicists should be familiar with at this
point; a double slit experiment:

Setting the normalization condition that the sum
over all the detectors must be equal to one helps
us find A:
n

2
X

P r(yj ) = 1

j=1
n

n

2
2
X
X
=A
|
(−1)f (xi )+xi ·yj |2

(160)

2

j=1

i=1

Doing some trivial algebra helps us determine
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that:

experiment? The answer is simple, so we can
(161) know which system we want to setup on our
computer! If we can setup a system that is
Let’s determine the probability of measuring the identical to equation 159 then we’ll be able to
particle to be at, say, detector 0; y = 0n (the all
acquire the same results for our mystery function
zeroes string). If we look at P(y = 0n ) we can see f(x). In fact, the quantum computer analogue to
that this will extinguish the binary inner product in this system is fairly simple to setup.
the exponent because no matter which xi path we
take; y will always be 0. This reduces:
Our quantum computer system is, in essence,
n
the
same as that shown in figure 21, but just with
2
X
f (xi ) 2
n
−n
more
input bits! We first initialize n qubits starting
(−1)
|
(162)
P r(y = 0 ) = |2
in state:
i=1
|ψ0 i = |0, 0, 0, ..., 0i
(166)
If we take the case where f(x) is constant, the
sum is forfeit because no matter what value for x
We then apply a Haddamard gate to each of the
we put into f(x), f(x) = c. We can see this boils us input qubits; this successfully puts each bit into a
down to:
superposition of states:
A = 2−n

P r(y = 0n ) = |2−n (−1)c |2

(163) |ψ i = √1 [[|0i +|1i ]+[|0i +|1i ]+...+[|0i +|1i ]]
1
0
0
1
1
n
n
2
Since c is either all 0 or all 1, and any binary
(167)
number that is all ones is an even number, and
For convenience I’ll represent each of these
negative 1 to any even number is 1. We actually
addends with their own ket |xi i:
have that:
2n
X
P r(y = 0n ) = 1
(164)
−n
|ψ1 i = 2
|xi i
(168)
i=1
Fascinating, now, if f(x) is a constant function, a
simple measurement of the 0th array detector will
Now, we’ll apply the oracle operator (defined in
result in us knowing this precious information
section VIII-J by equation 300) in order to apply
about our mystery function. Now, we could end
our mystery function:
here and note that if we make several
2n
X
measurements of this detector, and even once find
−n
|ψ2 i = 2
(−1)f (xi ) |xi i
(169)
that the particle didn’t go to it, then we know that
i=1
the mystery function is actually balanced rather
We’re definitely getting close to the original
then constant (since it has to be one or the other).
equation
we had in 159, we simply need to just
This begs though, for a more rigorous prescription,
and the actual answer is significantly more elegant. apply one more layer of Haddamard gates at the
output to obtain another layer of superposistions:
If we now go back to equation 162, and this
2n X
2n
X
−n
time take f(x) as being balanced; since the bits in
|ψ3 i = 2
(−1)f (xi )+xi ·yj |yi i
(170)
xi result in a 0 just as often as they do in a 1, the
j=1 i=1
sum will average to 0, and we should see that:
And this is exactly what we wanted. We now
P r(y = 0n ) = 0
(165) define:
y = (φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , ..., φn )
(171)
That’s better...apparently if we simply measure
This is the vector of all the final qubit
the 0th detector in our array only once, we’ll be
measurements after we measure them. We’ll find a
able to tell if f(x) is constant if we get a count
similar case here that if all these measurements
there, and balanced if we don’t; it’s that easy.
There’s just one issue...the above system isn’t able result in 1; then f(x) is constant, and if they’re all
0; then f(x) is balanced. Thus successfully
to run on a quantum computer! Well that’s
determining the unique property of f(x) in just one
unfortunate, why have I then gone through the
effort of providing the details to this nice separate function evaluation.
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VIII. S ECTIONS FOR E XPANDED E NRICHMENT
VIII-A Manipulating polarization using Birefringent Materials
In the field of material sciences; there are many
different ways to classify the properties of a
material. Most materials, natural or artificial, can
be classified into very specific paradigms that
describe how light will interact with it
macroscopically, and microscopically. One of these
classification is the categories of isotropic and
anisotropic materials. For the purposes of this
report, we’ll define these terms as either having a
rigid and uniform structure (anisotropic) or having
a varying and nonuniform structure (isotropic) (see
figure 23).

different axis of propagation: the fast and the slow
axis. Each axis properly dubbed for the speed at
which the light propagates through a given angle
in the material (what gives rise to the different
indices of refraction). Here, each of these phase
shifts are given as:
2nf ast πl
(173)
λ
2nslow πl
(174)
φslow (l) =
λ
Where l is the total distance that light
propagates through the material for each index of
refraction. The overall phase sift is given as:
φf ast (l) =

(ns − nf )2πl
(175)
λ
With varying the total size of the piece of material
we’re using (i.e changing the parameter l), we can
then change the polarization of the light that goes
through the material. In essence, this is how any
type of waveplate or polarizer is made; using a
birefringent material with certain known properties,
and an idealized length to give a specified output.
δφ(l) = φs (l) − φf (l) =

VIII-B

Fig. 23. An isotropic material (shown on the right) vs. an anisotropic
material (shown on the left). Isotropic materials are, in general,
materials that have some sort of crystalline rigid structures; whereas
Anisotropic materials are varying and non-uniform.

Polarization Interferometer

In section II-D we discussed how we can use
Jones vectors and Jones Matrices in conjunction to
create an easy prescription to find how certain
optical elements effect the polarization of incident
light. In this section we discuss how we can create
a polarization interferometer using the principles
we’ve determine from section II-D. Consider the
following setup:

In nature, we mostly find that materials are
found in isotropic patterns rather then anisotropic.
Most anisotropic materials include crystals, woods,
and many biological materials. The index of
refraction of these materials are of particular
interest because, unlike isotropic materials, the
index changes not just with wavelength, but with
polarization and angle of incidence as well.
Fig. 24. The above system shows a basic setup to help us start to build
Materials with multiple indices of refraction are
our interferometer. Incident light of +45 polarization is incident on an
HV polarization beam splitter that splits the light up into its horizontal
known as birefringent materials. In normal,
isotropic materials, the wave vector of propagation and vertical components. Those components are then brought back
together using another HV polarizing beam splitter that’s oriented
is given by equation 2, and overall phase shifts are along a different axis to ensure that one beam of light has a longer
spatial phase than the second beam.
given as:
2nπz
φ = kz =
(172)
λ
The system shown in figure 24 has incident
However, when going through a birefringent
light polarized at 45o with respect to the
material we define the overall phase shift by two
horizontal. In essence, what the entire system is
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doing is splitting the light into it’s horizontal and
vertical components, and adding them back
together. The only truly interesting part of this
whole setup is that the output light will have some
phase shift between the horizontal and vertical
polarizations because of the difference in total path
length. Using table II we know we can represent
our system as:
J¯1 = J¯V + J¯φ J¯H

(176)

Where H has the shorter path length, so that’s
why we apply the additional matrix to the
horizontal matrix. We also define that:
 iφ 
e
0
J¯φ =
(177)
0 1
making the full matrix:
 iφ 
e
0
J¯1 =
0 1

(178)

The two polarizations of the two beams will
interfere with each other at the output of the
second beam splitter because of this difference in
path length. We can create various different
interference patterns by adding some shift
proportional to φ to the second beam splitter (you
can see this in figure 25).

Fig. 25. An improved polarization interferometer that accounts for
short pulses of light (granted this is a bit pedantic because, depending
on the crystal size, these pulses would have to be in the range of
attoseconds). Here, if the tilt of the second beam splitter is set to 0
(no tilt) then the path length of each polarization will be the same,
and we should see that the polarization of the output light is the same
as that of the output light. The interference comes strictly from the
tilt of the second beam splitter in this setup; an important difference
from figure 24.

We can see that nearly everything in this new
setup is the same; all we’ve added is a half
waveplate in the middle of the two beam splitters
to rotate the polarizations of each beam by 90o .
Thus making the initial horizontal polarization
vertical, and the initial vertical polarization
horizontal. Because of this switch, the opposite
beam takes a longer path at the second beam
splitter in essence ’catching up’ to the beam that
took longer through the first beam splitter.
With this new element comes the need for us to
reanalyse our system mathematically. The J¯φ
matrix is applied to the opposite polarization in
this system, and each polarization sees the new
half wave plate like so:
J¯2 = J¯φ J¯λ

J¯V + J¯λ o J¯H
2 θ=45


0 eiφ
¯
J2 =
1 0

2 θ=45o

(179)
(180)

While the setup in figure 25 is definitely better
then that of figure 24; we don’t have any way to
quantify the output of our light. We know,
This interferometer isn’t perfect though. It’s
good for continuous wave source, but not good for mathematically, that it must be some interference
of horizontal and vertical polarization of light, but
sources of light that are created using an
it can be extremely difficult to know when you’re
extremely short pulse. If the pulse used to create
measuring a singular photon. That is, it’s hard to
the short stream of photons is shorter then the
length of our beam splitter; this difference in path distinguish when you take a measurement of the
lengths will cause one of the polarizations to move output light, what polarization a singular photon is
consistent with, and which path it followed. We
so far ahead of the other spatially, that they wont
can solve this by adding one more element to
overlap with each other at the output. We can
figure 25:
easily fix this by using the following setup:
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Ii
(2 + eiφ + e−iφ )
(191)
4
Ii
(192)
If = (1 + cos(φ))
2
Thus we can see that based on the tilt of the
second beam splitter, we should be able to visually
see a change in the proportion of the intensity of
light that comes out of either port of our
interferometer.
If =

Fig. 26. A third system that can be used for polarization interference.
This system is dynamically the same as the system in figure 25, but
allows us to measure the output polarizations of light in the +-45
basis.

VIII-C
Experimentally, this setup should allow us to
either focus proportions of the light into either the
+45 or -45 state at the output. There exists some
rotation of φ that allows us to get one hundred
percent of the light into either of these states. We
can determine this mathematically by first finding
the Jones matrix of this system:
J¯3 = J¯θ=45o J¯2



iφ
1
1
1
0
e
J¯3 =
2 1 1 1 0


iφ
1
1
e
J¯3 =
2 1 eiφ

Diving Deeper: Other Important Operator Properties

Operators are potentially one of the most
important tools in our toolbox for dealing with,
manipulating, and understanding quantum systems
and states. In this section we start with some basic
properties of operators that we’ve already learned,
define a few more, and derive something that
forms the basis of all quantum mechanics: ”The
(181)
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle”.

(182)

We start by defining the variance of a
measurable quantity. This is how much uncertainty
exists in our measurements of an ensemble of
(183) photon measured for a particular property
associated with the operator ’Â’:
Now, if we take into account that our initial
∆A2 = h(δ Â)2 i
polarization is of +45:
~f = J¯3~45


 
1 1 eiφ 1 1
√
~f =
2 1 eiφ
2 1


1 1 + eiφ
~f = √
iφ
2 2 1+e
 
1
1
iφ 1
~f = (1 + e ) √
2
2 1

(184)

= h(Â − hÂi)2 i
2

= hÂ2 − 2Â hÂi + hÂi i
(185)
(186)

2

= hÂ2 i − hÂi
More succinctly,
q
∆A =

(187)

(193)

2

hÂ2 i − hÂi

(194)

If we apply the definition of the expectation
value of an operator from equation 70, and
1
(188) consider the case where Â is a hermitian operator,
~f = (1 + eiφ )~45
2
we come to the following relation:
This mathematically proves that the output of
∆A2 = h(Â − hÂi)2 i
the setup in figure 26 is given in the 45 basis with
(195)
some proportion to φ; the amount you tilt the
= hψ| (Â − hÂi)† (Â − hÂi) |ψi
second beam splitter. The intensity of the light out
To simplifying a bit, we define that:
of one of these ports is given by equation 11:
|ai = (Â − hÂi) |ψi
(196)
1
If = Ii | (1 + eiφ )|2
(189)
2
Which simplifies 195 to:
Ii
If = (1 + eiφ )(1 + e−iφ )
(190)
∆A2 = ha|ai
(197)
4
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And we want a way to easily find out how
If we do the same for another observable
much of the state |ψi is composed of |Hi. We
quantity with hermitian operator B̂ we also can
essentially want an operator that executes the
see that,
∆B 2 = hb|bi
(198) following function:
We define the ’Schwartz inequality’ as two
observables that rely on each other (as a real
world example one could consider displacement
and momentum)...
∆A2 ∆B 2 = ha|ai hb|bi ≥ | ha|bi |2
Or rather just,
∆A2 ∆B 2 ≥ | ha|bi |

P̂H |ψi = cH |Hi

(205)

We can use a lot of what we’ve already built in
order to determine a lot of interesting properties
about this new operator. Firstly, since cH is just a
(199) simple scalar; it commutes with any base state, so
we can write:
(200)

P̂H |ψi = |Hi cH

(206)

Recall earlier that we defined equation 33 as a
And we can also write:
substitute for cH , so:
1
2
2
(201)
| ha|bi | = [ (ha|bi − hb|ai)]
P̂H |ψi = |Hi hH|ψi
(207)
2i
And applying our definitions for |ai and |bi:
We notice that there’s a |ψi on each side of the
equation,
and conclude that:
ha|bi = hψ| (Â − hÂi)† (B̂ − hB̂i) |ψi
P̂H = |Hi hH|
(208)
= h(Â − hÂi)(B̂ − hB̂i)i
(202)
or just generally,
= hÂB̂ − Â hB̂i − hÂi B̂ + hAi hBii
= hÂB̂i − hAi hBi
Combining 200, 201, and 201 we end up with:

P̂ψ = |ψi hψ|
Now we can see something particularly
interesting:

(209)

1
(ha|bi − hb|ai)|
2i
|ψi = cH |Hi + cV |V i
1
(203)
= |(hÂB̂ − B̂ Âi)|
= |Hi cH + |V i cV
2
= |Hi hH|ψi + |V i hV |ψi
(210)
1
= |(h[Â, B̂]i)|
ˆ
ˆ
2
= PH |ψi + PV |ψi
Where we’ve arrived at the famous uncertainty
= (PˆH + PˆV ) |ψi
principle! What this relation is telling us is how
Or more succinctly,
certain we can be in our measurements of any two
attributes of a system. In becoming extremely
|ψi = (PˆH + PˆV ) |ψi
(211)
accurate with the measurement of one observable,
Noticing that there’s a |ψi on each side,
we become extremely inaccurate in the other as to
ensure that the above property holds true.
(PˆH + PˆV ) = 1̂
(212)
Quantum mechanics is a constant battle between
the experimentalist and this principle. While we
This is true for any j dimensional basis set, that
search for a way for our measurements to be as
the sum of the projection operators of that basis
accurate as possible, we irreversibly sacrifice
equals the identity matrix,
something in the process.
N
N
X
X
P̂ψj =
|ψi hψ|
(213)
VIII-D Another Device: The Projection Operj=1
j=1
ator
Our goal here is to make a generalization
Imagine we have, again, the arbitrary state:
towards as arbitrary of a definition as possible to
|ψi = cH |Hi + cV |V i
(204)
∆Â∆B̂ = |
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more easily represent different arbitrary states. We
our quantum basis states. If we can do that then
we can setup almost any system we could possibly know by equation 221 that:
imagine using the arbitrary tools we’ve built for
φi = hHVi |φi
(222)
ourselves and placed in our toolbox.
And by equation 220 we can substitute in:
VIII-E

States are Simply Arbitrary: Manifestation of Operators in Matrix Form

φi = hHVi | Ô |ψi

(223)

And then just shove the identity operator
wherever we want because it has no net effect on
anything:
φi = hHVi | Ô1̂ |ψi
(224)

We can ’re-brand’ our |Hi |V i basis we’ve been
using throughout this paper to being labelled the
following way:
 
Remember how I defined the identity operator
1
|HV1 i = |Hi =
(214)
in our new notation? Right now is why...let’s
0
 
replace the identity operator with something
0
|HV2 i = |V i =
(215) equivalent from equation 218:
1
N
X
This new notation will help us make these states
φi = hHVi | Ô[
|HVj i hHVj |] |ψi
(225)
as general and arbitrary as possible. We can build
j=1
up the same formalism around this new notation,
Rearranging:
just like we did before. We define the arbitrary
N
state of |ψi as:
X
φi =
hHVi | Ô |HVj i hHVj |ψi
(226)
|ψi = ψ1 |HV1 i + ψ2 |HV2 i
(216)
j=1
ψj = hHVj |ψi

(217)

And, if you read the section on the projection
operator, the identity matrix can be represented as:
1̂ =

N
X

The second term is just the probability
amplitude, so,
φi =

|HVj i hHVj |

(218)

hHVi | Ô |HVj i ψj

(227)

j=1

And we define:

j=1

And we can easily combine equations 214, 215,
216, and 217 to represent our arbitrary state as:

  
hHV1 |ψi
ψ
|ψi =
= 1
(219)
hHV2 |ψi
ψ2
Now let’s say we have an operator Ô that acts
on state |ψi and produces some other state |φi:
Ô |ψi = |φi

N
X

(220)

We just figured out equation 219, and we did it
arbitrarily. This means that we can easily say that
for this other arbitrary state |φi that:

  
hHV1 |φi
φ
|φi =
= 1
(221)
hHV2 |φi
φ2
But can we somehow relate φ1 to ψ1 and φ2 to
ψ2 ? This would help cut down on the amount of
variables we have running around, and allow us to

Ôij = hHVi | Ô |HVj i

(228)

Plugging 228 into 227 we get:
φi =

N
X

Ôij ψj

(229)

j=1

Or, in a more suggestive form:
  
 
φ1
O11 O12 ψ1
=
φ2
O21 O22 ψ2

(230)

As an example we can show the matrix
representation of the horizontal projection operator
in the HV basis defined in the previous section.
We can easily show this using equation 228 and
applying it to the projection operator:
P̂H ij = hHVi | P̂H |HVj i

(231)
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In its matrix form, this is:
|ψi = ψ+ |45i + ψ− |−45i
(238)


hHV1 | P̂H |HV1 i hHV1 | P̂H |HV2 i
Our directive is to try and find the two
P̂H ij =
probability amplitudes for |ψi in the +-45 basis.
hHV2 | P̂H |HV1 i hHV2 | P̂H |HV2 i
(232) We’re trying to find the values of the constants ψ+
And dropping back down to our original
and ψ− . We recall equations 48 and 49 as:
notation to make things a little clearer:
1


(239)
|45i = √ [|Hi + |V i]
hH| P̂H |Hi hH| P̂H |V i
2
P̂H ij =
(233)
hV | P̂H |Hi hV | P̂H |V i
1
(240)
|−45i = √ [|Hi − |V i]
Now recall from equation 208:
2
And we also recall equation 33 generalized for
P̂H = |Hi hH|
(234)
the +-45 basis to:
Putting this into 233 we obtain:
h45|ψi = ψ+
(241)


hH|Hi hH|Hi hH|Hi hH|V i
P̂H ij =
(235)
h−45|ψi = ψ−
(242)
hV |Hi hH|Hi hV |Hi hH|V i
Now all we simply need to do is combine
equations 237, 239, and 241 to get:

Which reduces to:

P̂H =

1 0
0 0


(236)

Using these methods we can find the matrix
representation of any operator in any basis. A
useful trick to know as now we can perform
essentially any operation (i.e send our polarization
through some set of devices and see how it gets
effected).
VIII-F

Manipulation of Basis Sets: Changing
One Into Another

We’ve been talking about ’states’ and ’basis
sets’ for a while now, and the first few sections of
this text describe quite well how we can setup the
nature of our world using these notations. An
important question to ask, however, ”Is it possible
to change an observable from one state to another
representation of the same state, but in a different
basis?” The short answer is yes, long answer is
also yes, but there are better ways to do it than
others. The following is a bit more of an informal
way on how to achieve this process; with a bit
more of a formal formulaic method described in
the next section. As an example, let’s try changing
an arbitrary state |ψi initially in the HV basis, into
it’s same representation in the +-45 basis. If
changing basis is possible then we should be able
to start with the two following definitions of the
same state:
|ψi = ψH |Hi + ψV |V i

1
ψ+ = [ √ (hH| + hV |)][ψH |Hi + ψV |V i]
2
1
= √ (hH| + hV |)ψH |Hi
2
1
+ √ (hH| + hV |)ψV |V i
(243)
2
ψH
ψV
=√ +√
2
2
1
= √ (ψH + ψV )
2
And by a similar process:
1
(244)
ψ− = √ (ψH − ψV )
2
Thus, if we want to find the state of any system
in a different basis then the one we’ve already
measured it in, all we need to do is find the
probability amplitudes defined above and voila!
We have that same state in a different subspace.
VIII-G

Formally You Ask? The Similarity
Transform

While the method outline above in section
VIII-F is certainly applicable, and will result in the
answers you may be looking for; the process to
find the probability amplitudes in the new subspace
may be a bit different each time. This requires the
experimentalist to go back and redo the entire
(237) process every time they want to switch between
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two different basis’. In other words, section VIII-F arbitrary state |ψi by using equation 247:
is only applicable if we’re transforming a state in
N
X
the HV basis to a state in the +-45 basis. If we
hni |ψi = hni | [
ψjo |oj i]
(250)
wanted to then go from the +- basis to the RL
j=1
basis, we’d need totally different formulae. There’s
Since the sum is over j and not over i, and
an easy way to combat this, however, with a
process called the ’Similarity Transform’. In order there’s no operator thrown in the mix to have to
worry about commutations, we can rewrite this as:
to make the method as general as possible; let’s
N
N
say our starting basis is labelled simply with a
X
X
superscript ’o’ to indicate the ’old’ basis, and the
hni | [
(251)
ψjo |oj i] =
hni |oj i ψjo
basis we’re transforming to will be indicated with
j=1
j=1
the superscript ’n’ to indicate the ’new’ basis. The
If we define that,
arbitrary state |ψi can be described as:
Sij = hni |oj i
(252)
N
X
o
(245)
ψj |oj i
Then,
N
j=1
X
(253)
ψin =
Sij ψjo
Initially this might look somewhat frightening,
j=1
but I urge you to convince yourself as the reader
Generalizing this for every state in our basis
that there is no intrinsic difference between what
instead of just a singular one, we can see that we
I’ve written above in equation 245 to what’s
described in equation 237. It’s simply just a more simply just need to remove the summation to
obtain:
arbitrary way to write the state |ψi as the sum of
~ n = S̄ ψ
~o
ψ
(254)
each states probability amplitudes.

We can write the vector of all our probabilities
in our old basis as:
 o
ψ1
o

ψ
2
o
~

(246)
ψ =  .. 
. 
o
ψN

Thus showing that we can transform any basis
to another simply by using the matrix S̄, but just
to prove that this is true, let’s try finding what we
found in the previous section; our state ψ
originally defined in the HV basis, but brought
into the +-45 basis.

We can see that for this case,

What we’re trying to find with the similarity
S̄ij = h45i |HVj i
(255)
transform is the representation of |ψi in a new
basis:
Where I’ve used the bra 45 and the ket of HV
N
X
here
in a more general sense. I’ve used this similar
ψjn |nj i
(247)
notation before, but in case you’ve forgotten
j=1
what’s meant by this...
 n
ψ1
h451 | = h45|
(256)
 ψ2n 
n
~ = . 
ψ
(248)
 .. 
h452 | = h−45|
(257)
n
ψN
hHV | = hH|
(258)
1

n
Notice that each ψN
can be described by the
inner product between it and the arbitrary state:

ψin = hni |ψi

(249)

Where we can then apply the definition of our

hHV2 | = hV |
So our full matrix is:

h451 |HV1 i
~
Sij =
h452 |HV1 i


h451 |HV2 i
h452 |HV2 i

(259)

(260)
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Or rather,
~ij =
S



h45|Hi
h−45|Hi

h45|V i
h−45|V i



amplitude. We can rewrite the arbitrary state |ψi
as:
(261)
|ψi = cH |Hi + cV |V i

We’ve defined the states of the 45 basis prior to
this point, so applying those definitions, and doing
each of the inner products, we find that:


1
1
1
~ij = √
(262)
S
−1
2 1

= |cH |eiφH |Hi + |cV |eiφV |V i
=e

iφH

(a |Hi + be

i(φV −φH )

(266)

|V i)

Where,
a = |ch |
√
b = 1 − a2

(267)

(268)
Now that we have the matrix representation of
If we set an initial reference point of φH = 0
S̄ij we can use equation 254 to determine what the
(since
our phases needed to start from somewhere),
arbitrary state |45i originally in the HV basis is in
we can simplify our equation down to:
the +-45 basis:
|ψi = a |Hi + beiφV |V i
(269)
|45i45 = S̄ |45iHV

 
1 1
1
1
We can see that we need to determine three real
=
1
−1
1
(263) values: a,b, and φv . The values a and b are easy
2
 
enough to determine. Those themselves are the
1
=
manifestations of the probability of measuring
0
each of our states |Hi and |V i. If we just set up a
Which makes perfect sense, and now we don’t
simple experiment much like that shown a while
need to worry about finding those pesky
ago if figure 7, and just measure how many ticks
probability amplitudes. We could have very easily we get out of the first beam splitter from either the
at the beginning of all of this considered the state H or the V port, we can determine the
|45i as being the first state we looked at, and set
corresponding values for a and b. φv is a little
that to be the starting basis instead of HV. This
more tricky, however. In order to find φV we’ll
just goes to show that it really doesn’t matter what need to find the probability of measuring the state
basis you measure something in because you can
of +45 whilst our system is in the state |ψi:
transform the answer into whatever basis of
P (+45| |ψi) = | h45|ψi |2
(270)
interest you may want.

VIII-H

”Measuring” a Quantum State

Imagine we again have a stream of photons
prepared in state |ψi as a mixture of horizontal
and vertical polarizations. We’ve already
previously defined equations like 89 that tells us
the probability of measuring a given eigen value
whilst our systems is in a specific state. Less
arbitrarily, we can see that:

Using the form of ψ we determined in equation
269, and the representation of h45| we’ve been
using for the majority of this paper, we can see
that:

beiφv
a
P (+45| |ψi) = | √ + √ |2
2
2
1 2
(271)
= [a + 2abcosφv + b2 ]
2
1
= [1 + 2abcosφ]
2
2
2
Now all that’s left to do is run an experiment
P (H| |ψi) = | hH|ψi | = |cH |
(264)
where
we split |ψi into two states: |+45i and
P (V | |ψi) = | hV |ψi |2 = |cV |2
(265) |−45i (much like the experiment in figure 8),
We can’t forget a vital fact though...that cH and measure the probability of obtaining +45, plug that
into the end result of equation 271, as well as plug
cV aren’t, alone, the probability of measuring a
given state, but rather the probability amplitude of in a and b, and we’ll be able to determine φv .
We’ve now determined a way to fully quantify a
measuring that state. Each probability has an
associated phase to it that adds complexity to each quantum system (an ironic ability, I’ll admit).
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The states of entangled particles is much like
the following situation: You put an orange cat in a
box, and close the lid. You then bring in your
friend who has no knowledge of why he’s there,
or knowledge that you put a cat into the box that
is now in front of him, and most importantly no
knowledge of the cats color. You ask your friend
”The cat in this box is either orange or black,
which is it?” Your friend having no knowledge of
the cat in the box can’t give you an answer of
complete certainty. It’s either black or orange (but
we actually know it’s orange). This is the
1
(272) representation of non-entangled states non-mixed
P (L| |ψi) = [1 + 2absinφ]
2
states (aka pure states). There’s either a 50 percent
Now, once we measure the probability of ψ
probability it’s black, and a 50 percent probability
being left handedly circularly polarized, we can
it’s orange. Entangled states on the other hand
determine a definite value for φv .
would be if we reopened the box and found that
over the course of putting the cat in there, it
somehow turned black. At that point neither you
VIII-I Mixed and Pure States and How We Can nor your friend could have had any idea what
Represent Them
color that cat was inside the box, and the cat itself
There’s a distinction that I haven’t thus far been was is a superposition of both orange and black at
the same time. To us it wasn’t one or the other,
very clear on making: ”What exactly is the
but both at the same time and the act of opening
difference between a state that resembles
the box determined the cats color.
entangled photons, and states that don’t?” The
easy explanation is that the state
Enough of all this philosophical mumbo jumbo;
|ψi = ch |Hi + cv |V i represents non entangled
how exactly can we represent these pure vs. mixed
photons, and a Bell state (like the one in equation vs. entangled states more generally? The simplest
112) represents entangled states. However, this
mathematical answer are the following three
leaves a lot to be desired, and still hasn’t really
examples:
gotten to the core of the original question of WHY
|ψ1 i = cH |Hi + cV |V i
(273)
do these represent the systems they do?
1
The more complicated answer is that the state
|ψ2 i = √ [|Hs , Vi i + |Hs , Hi i]
(274)
2
|ψi represents a state that says ”This photon
you’re measuring is EITHER in the horizontal
1
|ψ3 i = √ [|Hs , Hi i + |Vs , Vi i]
(275)
state or the vertical state. It must be in one, can’t
2
be neither, and can’t be both at the same time.”
Where |ψ1 i represents a pure state, |ψ2 i
Whereas the state |φ+ i is the exact opposite and is
represents
a mixed state, and |ψ3 i represents an
saying ”this photon you’re measuring is in both
entangled state. It’s important to acknowledge that
the state |Hs , Hi i and the state |Vs , Vi i at the
entangled states are, in fact, a mixed state, but not
SAME time.” This can be an extremely foreign
concept to us creatures that live in the macroscopic every mixed state is an entangled state. Forgetting
about the fact that it’s not mathematically
world, and there’s not much more philosophical
explanation for it other than it just IS. We have no legitimate, you can tell the difference between a
mixed an an entangled state by noting the ability
idea when the photon is measured WHY it
”chooses” the state that it chooses, but who are we to factor out one of the vectors in |ψ2 i. It can
to ask the photon these questions? The photon will become something like:
continue living its life whether we measure it or
1
|ψ2 i = √ [|Vi i + |Hi i] |Hs i
(276)
not, and will continue to be in both states at once.
2
You may have noticed one small nuance that
may be profoundly annoying. Yes, yes, I
understand that theoretically, cosφ can have two
solutions. While equation 271 can help us get
most of the way there, we don’t have a definitive
answer for the value of φV . However, don’t fret,
because following much of the same prescription
that led us to formula 271, we can set up one last
experiment to measure the probability that ψ is
either right or left hand circularly polarized using
the following equation.
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The fact that we can do this ’factoring’ means
that the state is mixed and not entangled, but
notice we can’t use the same method of factoring
for the entangled |ψ3 i state.

the remaining factors:
P (45, 45| |H, Hi) = hP45,45 i
1
ˆ |H, Hi
= [hH, H| P45,45
2
ˆ |V, V i]
+ hV, V | P45,45
1
= [hH, H|45, 45i h45, 45|H, Hi
2
+ hV, V |45, 45i h45, 45|V, V i]
1
= [hHs |45s i hHi |45i i h45s |Hs i
2
h45i |Hi i + hVs |45s i hVi |45i i
h45s |Vs i h45i |Vi i]
(281)

So how can we arbitrarily signify and represent
these states? The best answer is by using the
Now recall that:
probability density operator (ρ̂) on a given state,
1
1
but we’ll talk about a simpler method first, and
hH|45i = √ [hH|Hi + hH|V i] = √
2
2
then move onto the probability matrix. Right now
we’ll define two things to make a generalization
1
1
h45|Hi = √ [hH|Hi + hV |Hi] = √
about mixed states. Firstly, the probability that we
2
2
measure an observable ’a’ to be the value ’A’ for a
We come down to:
system prepared in |ψi1 is P (a| |ψi1 ). Likewise
1 11 11
1
the probability of an observable ’a’ to be the value
P (45, 45| |H, Hi) = [
+
]=
2 22 22
4
’A’ for a system prepared in state |ψi2 is
P (a| |ψi2 ). This means that the total probability of
That’s for the numerator, now for the
measuring a is given as:
denominator; using equation 277:

(282)
(283)

(284)

1
P (45i ) = P (45i |H, Hi + P (45i |V, V i)
2
1
= [hH, H|45i i h45i |H, Hi
2
+ hV, V |45i i h45i |V, V i]
1
(285)
= [hHs | hHi |45i i h45i |Hi i |Hs i
2
+ hVs | hVi |45i i h45i |Vi i |Vs i]
1 1 1
= [ + ]
2 2 2
1
P (45s , 45i )
=
(278)
P (45s |45i ) =
2
P (45i )
Putting the numerator and denominator back
We can use equation 277 to determine the
together:
numerator of this fraction:
1
1
4
(286)
P (45s , 45i ) = P (45, 45| |H, Hi)P (|H, Hi)
1 =
2
2
+ P (45, 45| |V, V i)P (|V, V i)
What this tells us is how to distinguish between
(279)
entangled
states and mixed states. If our system
Where
that we outlined in the above problem resulted in
P (|H, Hi) = P (|V, V i) = .5
(280) P(45s |45i ) = 1 then we would’ve been able to
deduce that this system is entangled. However, it
And we can use equation 105 to take care of

P (a) = P (a| |ψi1 )P (|ψi1 ) + P (a| |ψi2 )P (|ψi2 )
(277)
We can demonstrate the property of equation
277 by finding the probability that the signal
photon is measured to be polarized along +45
given that the idler photon is found to be polarized
along the same direction. Furthermore, let’s say
that the two photon system is an equal mixture of
P (|ψi1 ) = P (|H, Hi) = P (|ψi2 ) = P (|V, V i) =
.5. We can use equation 109 to write:
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came out to be that P(45s |45i ) = .5; thus showing
that this system is not resembling entangled states,
but rather mixed states. In particular there’s an
important fact that for entangled states in the state
|φ+ i; if we were to experimentally test then we’d
find that P (Hs |Hi ) = 1 and P (45s |45i ) = 1.
However, for mixed states we’d find that:
P (Hs |Hi ) = 1 and P (45s |45i ) = .5; thus allowing
us a way to experimentally differentiate between
entangled and mixed states.

0 > pj > 1
X
pj = 1

(291)
(292)

j

Particularly equation 290 tells us that the density
operator is hermitian (always and important fact,
refer to section IV-C). As another important note,
don’t get confused, I’ve never meant to imply that
our pj ’s are probability AMPLITUDES...they are
JUST probabilities of measuring a particular state.
because the density operator need not specifically
form a linear combination we can’t just make the
assumption that these are probability amplitudes.
Mathematically that means that the following is an
incorrect assumption:
X√
pj |ψj i
(293)
|ψi =

We continue our discussion on representing
mixed and entangled states by introducing the
density operator ρ̂ that was introduced earlier in
this paper. The density operator is a more
complicated, yet more succinct, way of going
through the same process we just went through
j
above to determine whether a system is mixed or
entangled. This way though will give us a general
The density operator corresponding to a PURE
operator to apply to a system that should be able
state like the original ψ we’ve always been using:
to easily pop out the answer of either mixed or
ρ̂ = |ψi hψ|
entangled instead of having to go through the
X√
X√
pj |ψj i)(
pk hψk |)
=(
weeds doing all that complicated linear algebra we
(294)
j
k
did the first time. We start by defining the density
X√ √
operator itself:
=
pj pk |ψj i hψk |
ρ̂ = |ψi hψ|
(287)
j,k

For a mixture of states containing multiple
Which if you use this equation, and compare it
orthogonal basis’ vectors, each of these vectors
to that which I defined for our HV basis in
can be written as |ψj i each with corresponding
equation 289; you’ll find that it’s the exact same
probability of pj = P (|ψj i) = |ψj i hψj |. We can
thing.
represent the density operator as:
X
An important property to use with the density
ρ̂ =
pj |ψj i hψj |
(288)
matrix
that will help us further develop our
j
understanding of the generation of mixed and pure
Just to wrangle this back in for a second; for
states is the trace of the probability density matrix.
instance in our polarization basis that’s made of an The trace of any matrix is the diagonal sum of its
equal mixture of states, the density operator is:
elements. Keeping this in mind we define that the
trace of the matrix representation of an operator is
1
(289) as follows:
ρ̂ = [|Hi hH| + |V i hV |]
2
X
Note here that even though I used our HV basis
T r(Ô) =
Onn
above, the basis that the vectors that the density
n
X
(295)
operators represents doesn’t need to be an
=
hφn | Ô |φn i
orthogonal basis set, and the sum in equation 288
n
doesn’t need to form a linear combination. The
Where we use a dummy complete basis set of
only restriction we imply here is that the
φ
n . We also used the definition of equation 228 to
probabilities be normalized. On that fact, we also
replace the form of the operator as something else
take note of a few properties here:
we’ve previously define (for more information on
†
ρ̂ = ρ̂
(290) the matrix representation of operators, see
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expanded section VIII-E. We can use this
definition of the trace of an operator to notice an
even more important fact:
X
T r(|ai hb|) =
hφn | |ai hb| |φn i
=

n
X

hb|ψn i hψn |ai
(296) VIII-J

n

= hb| [

X

|ψn i hψn |] |ai

n

= hb|ai
Where I’ve used the initial stipulation that the φ
basis is complete, and along with equation 218, to
bring the sum to 1.
I believe I’ve now defined enough to be able to
show you the useful definition of the trace of the
density operator:
X
T r(ρ̂) = T r(
pj |ψj i hψj |)
j

=

find or create completely pure states. In fact, the
trace of the density operator can often times tell us
how close we are to achieving absolutely pure
states rather than a mix. The closer it is to one,
the purer the system.

X

pj T r(|ψj i hψj |)

j

=

X

=

X

pj hψj |ψj i

(297)

j

pj

j

=1
Where I’ve used several equations from this
section here. Firstly the initial definition of the
density operator comes from equation 287, the fact
that the trace inverts the bra and ket is given by
296, the sum finally reduces to 1 by 292. We’ve
now discovered an interesting phenomena, the
trace of the density operator MUST be one (under
the condition we have orthonormal basis states).
The density operator, of course, has its own matrix
representation:
ρmn = hφm | ρ̂ |φn i

(298)

Grovers Algorithm: A Search for Perfection

Since the era of David Deutsch and Richard
Jozsa in the early 1990’s, humanities breadth of
knowledge into the world of not just quantum
mechanics, but specifically quantum computation
has flourished. While the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm
may have been the first algorithm of it’s kind to
attempt to show quantum supremacy (something
that was finally officially and experimentally
proven by researchers at Google in October of
2019 6 ); it certainly wasn’t the last. Perhaps one of
the greatest quantum algorithms in existence is
Shor’s algorithm for factoring large prime
numbers, and it in itself is a drive to push for
quantum computing in the main stream market.
All of classical computing infrastructure and
cryptography is based on the unfathomable fact
that large prime numbers are near impossible for
classical machines to factor. Every website you’ve
ever used has some form of this simple fact
running in it’s backend (probably through RSA
encryption schemas 11 ). Shor’s algorithm tells us
that with a sufficiently powerful quantum
computer; we’d be able to factor these prime
numbers in the matter of seconds rather then in a
matter of eons. I digress, however, as Shor’s
algorithm deserves an entire paper of it’s own; for
more information on Shor’s algorithm see.16
Grovers search algorithm is a more simplistic
algorithm that came quickly after the Deutsch
Jozsa algorithm. It was proposed by Lov K.
Grover in May of 1996 as an alternative to
classical searching algorithms8 .

Grovers Search Algorithm (GSA) works on a set
Thus, using the definition of the trace of an
of N items arranged in a list. It’s task no different
operator from equation 295 we can see that:
X
then most other classical search algorithms: to find
T r(ρ̂) =
ρnn = 1
(299) a particularly unique item within this list of items.
n
For the sake of simplicity let’s say our items are
Theoretically, we can say that the trace of the
integer numbers, and we’ll call the particular
density operator must be equal to 1 for pure states. number we’re looking for; the ’perfect’ one. All
Often times, though, in implementation it’s hard to numbers other than this number are imperfect, and
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each number may occur either 0 or 1 times within
the list. Our list looks a little something like this:

Fig. 27. An initial, unaltered list of items. The item of interest is
denoted as p, and colored orange to show its uniqueness.

Many classical algorithms exists that are able to
solve the given problem. Each varies in complexity
and run-time, but the most basic linear search that
checks each element individually one by one can
take up to O(N) in worst case, and O(N/2) in the
average case. GSA is actually extremely clever in
that it does away with looking at any of the actual
elements in the list. GSA applies a set of unitary
transformations to amplify the probability
amplitude of the perfect element; making a
measurement of the list almost definite to give the
element of interest. To do this task we first define
the following operator known as the ”Oracle”:
Ûf |ψi = (−1)(f (|xi))|ψi
Where we define the function:
(
1 |xi = |pi
f (|xi) =
0 |xi =
6 |pi

(300)

(301)

We can see that for ever element that is
non-perfect; the oracle will return:
Ûf |ψi = (−1)0 |ψi = |ψi

Fig. 28. The states represented in our list of items before the oracle
is applied.

(302)

And if we stumble across the element of the
state |pi; our perfect element:

Fig. 29. The states represented in our list of items after the oracle is
applied. The perfect state is rotated around the origin.

Now, there’s one aspect of GSA that I haven’t
been entirely clear on...HOW exactly are we
1
Ûf |ψi = (−1) |pi = − |pi
(303) supplying our list of items to the quantum
computer? Well, this is actually a very important
point such that in order for this algorithm to work;
In a two dimensional basis set (like the one
we’ve been using this whole time); this
the list must be provided in a superposition of
geometrically represents a rotation about the origin itself. Meaning the list itself has no set
permutation; we’re given a list of items that can be
for the perfect state, and just the perfect state as
in some order, any order, and every order.
seen here:
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Sometimes measurements of the list might show a
permutation of:

Fig. 30. The perfect state |pi could be the very first item of the list.

Other times of,

Fig. 31. The perfect state |pi could be at the end of the list.

Though most time, the permutation will look
something like:

Fig. 33. We can see the two states |pi and |s0 i form a complete basis
set. The state |si can be represented as some linear combination of
|s0 i and |pi, and has vector components in this basis. Thus, |si is
represented on the axis. The state |si is shown to be much closer to
the |s0 i axis because it will most likely contain significantly more
elements then just the one elements |pi.

We initially setup up our system with four
elements to say that at t = 0; |si = |ψ0 i, and is
represented by:
Fig. 32. The expanded state of our list will most likely have the
perfect state |pi somewhere in the middle.

We represent this superposition as a
combination of states:
N −1
1 X
|si = √
|ψii
N i=0

(304)

Where the probability amplitude of measuring a
given state is, naturally, √1N . It’s important to note
that this superposition includes the perfect state
|pi; which has the same probability of
measurement as any other state. In order to instead
make |pi the most probable state to pick we must
use a process known as amplitude amplification.

Fig. 34. Initially each ket within our list has the same probability of
being chosen.

In order to amplify a state amplitude we must
We now apply the oracle operator to each state
first extract it from the superposition of states. We in our list:
define the superposition |s0 i as the same
Ûf |ψt i = |ψt0 i
(305)
superposition as |si, but just with the perfect state
|pi taken away. We can now form a complete basis
This causes the state |si to reflect about the |pi
0
out of |pi and |s i like so:
axis to become:
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In total, our state becomes:
Ûs |ψt0 i = Ûs Ûf |ψ0 i
= Ûs Ûf |si

(307)
(f (|xi))|si

= (2 hs| |si − 1)(−1)

Now if we say that the state we’re currently
looking at (|si) is the perfect state |pi:
Ûs |ψt0 i = (2 hs| |si − 1)(− |pi)
= −3 |pi

Fig. 35. As we apply the oracle, all states in the |s0 i axis will remain
the same. However, the state |pi will be negated; thus flipping the
state |si over to the − |pi quadrant.

This simultaneously causes the probability
amplitude of the perfect state to become negative
(notably not having any effect on the probability
itself). Our amplitude representation now takes on
the form of:

Fig. 36. The total probability amplitude of the perfect state is
negated (though since the probability is the complex conjugate of
the amplitude, the probability itself hasn’t changed).

We now apply another new unitary operator,
known as the amplification operator, to our new
reflected state. We define:
Ûs = 2 hs| |si − 1

(308)

Thus applying this second operator has
amplified the probability of selecting the |pi state.
Also notice that had I not replace |si with the
perfect state |pi, and instead assumed that we were
looking at one of the imperfect states. No net
change would happen to one of these state. Thus
the probability amplitude of the perfect state is
amplified whilst leaving the probability amplitudes
of all imperfect states the same. Geometrically,
this re-rotate the state |si back around the |pi axis,
but leaves it shifted closer towards the |pi axis by
roughly 3 times:

Fig. 37. Now that we’ve applied this second operator, the weight
of the |pi state within the state |si is ”heavier”; thus increasing the
magnitude of |pi0 s vector component within |si.

And this graphically increases the amplitude of
the |pi state while decreasing the amplitudes of all
(306) other states:
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Fig. 39. The above image depicts the photonic chip we had planned to
use to exemplify introductory quantum properties of light. Each finer
input into the chip is connected with some basic photonic circuit, and
an output on the other end. See figure 40.

Fig. 38. Since the probability of the |pi state has been increased,
in order for the state |si to stay normalized then all other state
amplitudes must naturally decrease in turn.

And that’s done it. Now, we’d find that if we
just repeat this process of double reflecting
the
√
state |si across the |pi axis about N times then
the probability of obtaining the state |pi upon
measurement becomes nearly insurmountable.
Thus we’ve been able to determine where the state
|pi is located without ever actually looking at the
list itself.

Fig. 40. The above table, when combined with the numbered
indications on each fiber; tells the operator which fiber is connected
to which device on the chip.

The manual itself outlines an experiment using
the Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer that’s been
etched into the silicon on the chip’s surface. This
microscopic interferometer uses the wave
IX. C ONCLUSIONS AND R ETROSPECTIVES
properties of light to output the same results one
The majority of this research paper revolved
would expect from a macroscopic MZ
around understanding the very essence of quantum interferometer. We were expecting to carry out
computing. As the field of quantum computing is
these test to ensure that the device works properly,
in its extreme infancy, most of this paper focused
and replication of results would inform us of our
on the theoretical background needed to
understanding of the chip. We were then going to
understand how quantum computers function with carry out a few experiments using the ring
a main use of the Deutsch Jozsa algorithm to drive resonator on the chip to test for single photons
forward an application the theoretical research
from a laser light source. Much like the
that’s been presented.
experiment shown on pages 449-462 of.4 While
Unfortunately, because of the 2020 COVID
not directly related to the topics discussed in this
crisis; a fair portion of the development of this
thesis; the ability to test an measure single photons
thesis was indefinitely delayed because we could
is an excruciatingly important detail when you’re
no longer get into the lab to test several aspects of trying to run experiments that deal with the
the quantum properties of light. In particular we
quantum properties of light. All the rigorous
were going to use the experiment shown in the
mathematics done in this paper either pertain to a
1
manual of that would help us use a photonic
single photons, or two photons interacting with
integrated circuit we’d purchased using recent
each other via entanglement. Unfortunately, single
LEAP grants awarded to BSU (figure 39 and 40). photon light sources are near impossible to create,
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and certainly aren’t cheap. The next best thing is
to use the system we were planning on
implementing (along with some statistical analysis)
to be able to say ”I’m sure within a percent error
that the two photons I’m measuring are entangled
with each other.”
This work is truly the first of its kind at BSU.
No undergrad has gone in depth into the world of
quantum optics like this paper has. Future work at
BSU should take heed in this paper to help them
analyse, test, and experiment with devices and
systems we plan to get in the coming semesters
and coming years. For instance, the quantum
entanglement demonstrator that BSU has on order
for next semester experiments (shown in figure 41)
will be used to demonstrate many of the quantum
properties outlined in this paper. From quantum
entanglement, quantum communication, and
quantum cryptography; to perhaps a full scale
model to demonstrate the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm.

Fig. 41. An image of the Entanglement Demonstrator that BSU will
be able to use in quantum experiments as soon as Fall of 2020

For those reading this paper; this is a good
place to start if you’re looking to continue this
research at BSU into the future. An in depth
analysis of Shor’s quantum algorithm for factoring
large numbers would also be beneficial to the
quality of quantum computing at BSU. No matter
what research continues on through the BSU
Physics department, it will put us far into the
future. With the help of Dr. Edward Deveney, Dr.
Samuel Serna, and Dr. Elif Demirbas; the new
photonics program at BSU is off to a great start,
and is in good hands.
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